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BroadcastAsia unveils a brand new look!

26 - 28 JUNE 2018
MARINA BAY SANDS & SUNTEC SINGAPORE
A fresh new experience awaits, with the launch of ConnecTechAsia in 2018.
Encompassing BroadcastAsia, CommunicAsia and the new event NXTAsia, ConnecTechAsia will house
the entire spectrum of broadcast & digital multimedia, communication, enterprise technology and
services that reflect the pulse of Asia today.
Join us at the redefined and refreshed BroadcastAsia next year. See you there!
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Organised by:
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www.ConnecTechAsia.com
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EXPERIENCE: SMART HOSPITALITY
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A live walk-through showcase of the integrated solutions
that create a seamless and interesting guest experience,
from check-in to check-out.

Collaboration, efficiency, and productivity - Huddle
spaces, boardrooms, meeting rooms, and office spaces
are transformed with the latest integrated solutions –
experience it live.

EDITOR’S NOTE

Dear Readers,
What a productive first half of the year! We visited a couple of shows recently – first
came Prolight + Sound, then BroadcastAsia 2017, leading to 4th Live Entertainment Expo
Tokyo – the shows have been instrumental to a wide spectrum of users and investors
as well as enterprises who are future-ready. The show opportunities are best suited
for companies looking towards new fixes, making new requirements, implementing
improvements and having a firm grip in tandem with the growing demands of the
markets and meeting the most challenging milieus in which they operate.
Everywhere globally, the show floors are abuzz with a hive of activity. In Japan, it has
been reported to be experiencing a record growth by 18 percent to 503 billion yen ($4.9
billion) in 2015, breaking records for a fourth straight year in the live entertainment and
media market. While the event industry saw a boost in 2015, indicative of growth at
10.1 percent larger than the previous years.
Come 2020, Tokyo will be the host city for the next Olympic Games. We visited the 4th
Live Entertainment Expo Tokyo in Japan and viewed how domestic and international
products incorporated into the show related to events could help provide the smart
integrated solutions and supply advanced technologies and contents to improve
workflow needed for a variety of applications, including event spaces, concert halls,
live productions, sports event and amusement parks. Flip to page 92 for the full post
show report and view the snaps taken at Makuhari Messe (page 22).
This issue features also Broadcast Technology to cater to media professionals and
esteemed personnel from productions, cable and new media platforms.
Elsewhere in Asia, CommunicAsia2017, EnterpriseIT2017 and BroadcastAsia2017 held
in Singapore made headlines (page 87). To empower the future of Asia, the shows have
been playing host to leaders and entrepreneurs from the entire innovation ecosystem
with exhibitors’ products and services being implemented globally. Product lines
supported the industry standard like broadcasting stations, with the use of advanced
IP codec in radio and television and full IPTV capabilities and future proof solutions for
Mediacorp Singapore’s new campus (page 76).
Over at Prolight + Sound, the shows had a good mix of products from mixing consoles
and loudspeakers to microphones, and digital network protocols that will help drive
the economy and support the fast-growing digital ecosystems. According to the
2017’s post review, “visitors could see an increasing number of innovations for creating
immersive experiences that, in the case of visitors to theme parks, exhibitions and
museums, for example, blur the boundaries between reality and virtual perception.”
Hardware and software for spatial-audio projects, full-dome attractions and hologram
projection were also found in the shows (page 85-86/91/96-98).
On the show floors demonstrated the importance of the live entertainment market,
audio and sound and lighting industry and other related sectors year-on-year. The
post-show figures, and as witnessed on-site the exhibitions, held around the world
indicate a healthy sign that the growth of the shows are suggestive of the growth of
the respective industry in Asia-Pacific.
As Ramadan is around the corner, here’s wishing our Muslim readers, friends and
colleagues Selamat Hari Raya Aidilfitri!
Happy Reading!

Andrea Sim
Editor
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timax enters the vr space
theme parks, domes, planetaria and experiences.
TiMax SoundHubVR addresses a specific need for mobile, tightlysynchronised, low-latency immersive audio locked to multimedia
VR content, in a compact package designed for the latest themepark ride-car and experience marketplaces. Featuring an optional
DC power supply, TiMax SoundHubVR units are currently being
built into theme park ride-cars to supply sequenced dynamic
spatial audio, for onboard sound systems and gaming seats.

UK: The new TiMax SoundHubVR takes their evolutionary spatial
audio platform into the expanding VR marketplace, including
premium theatre, music, museum and exhibit applications
worldwide, from expo sites, galleries, and visitor attractions to

Configured in a compact half-depth 2U rackmount chassis, the
integrated TiMax SoundHub VR playback server, spatial processor
and showcontrol hub features instantaneous playback of 16
random-access tracks, EQ/delay/zoning dsp, 16 analogue or
Dante outputs, 12-24VDC or 90-230VAC PSU options, plus the
new TiMax Portal MicroServer multimode showcontrol hub and
custom GUI server, for touch-screen control and multi-format links
to external show control.
www.outboard.co.uk

grand ma 2 released software version 3.3 with enhanced features
GERMANY: MA Lighting is proud to
release yet another significant software
version for its flagship grandMA2 lighting
control platform. With version 3.3, not only
are there many new features but also the
help and fixture library systems have been
fully re-imagined.
Smaller improvements have also been
incorporated to assist smoother workflow
for the operator and programmer making
more time for creativity. With the new
software, the MA Lighting fixture library
is now available online via the Fixture
Share service. After logging in, users can
add their own fixture files or download
the latest versions of fixture files which
were not available at the software release
moment, ensuring a fully up to date fixture
library for all MA Lighting users. Additional
search and rating functionality allows users
to generate their own favorite fixture library.
You can find the fixture share here: https://
fixtureshare.malighting.com
Another huge development with the
grandMA2 version 3.3 software is the fully
re-worked partial show-read functionality
which simplifies and streamlines the
process of getting a touring showfile
to output correctly across any lighting
system, making it ideal for touring and
festival situations. Offset for all Pan/Tilt
functionality is now incorporated and
several MIB workflow improvements have
been added.
There are now several new modes of DMX
output function for the MA Network Nodes,
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allowing for a wider behaviour range for fault situations. RDM via Art-Net is implemented.
With the grandMA2 version 3.3 software, the MA VPU (Video Processing Unit) now has a
completely reworked Warper functionality, including pixel-exact U/V mapping, and much
higher resolution for more precise adjustments. A snapshot / masking tools has been
added allowing a screenshot of your preferred output to become a mask for your daily
content. More creative layer mixing modes have been added that allow different ways of
“blending” between layers.
The new version 3.3 adds the powerful feature called link aggregation (LAG) functionality
for better redundant networks. This functionality if fully compatible with any standard
Ethernet network switch and can be used in meshed installations. Furthermore, the RSTP
status will be displayed for firsthand information about the link status of any port.
All software packages are available via the MA Lighting homepage: www.malighting.com/
en/support-downloads/software.html
www.malighting.com

NEWS

dalet announces key management appointments for
dalet singapore office
Pereiro to Director of Sales. Based at the Dalet Singapore office,
the new appointments will serve to further strengthen Dalet’s
presence and support across the region. The appointments are
effective immediately.
Cesar Camacho, General Manager, APAC
Cesar Camacho will be assuming the position of general manager
in the Asia-Pacific region, succeeding Raoul Cospen. In his new
role, Cesar will be responsible for Dalet business and operations
across the region, overseeing a team of 40-plus Dalet professionals.
Having been with Dalet since 2001 and general manager of Dalet
Spain since 2011, Cesar has been instrumental in the company’s
growth and has been a key player in the implementation of Dalet
systems in broadcast channels worldwide.

(L-R): Cesar Camacho, General Manager for APAC and Rosa Pereiro,
Director of Sales for APAC

SINGAPORE: Dalet Digital Media Systems, a leading provider
of solutions and services for media organisations, is pleased to
announce two new key management appointments for the Dalet
Asia Pacific region: Cesar Camacho to General Manager and Rosa

Rosa Pereiro, Director of Sales, APAC
Rosa Pereiro has been promoted to director of sales, APAC,
from her role as regional sales manager. Rosa will be responsible
for driving key customer deals, managing accounts and leading
business development efforts across all territories in the Asia-Pacific
region. Working closely with Cesar, she will develop strategies
for expanding Dalet media and entertainment relationships and
strengthening existing ones, helping Dalet to increase sales and
penetrate new markets and accounts throughout the region.
www.dalet.com

meyer sound appoints new distributor for korea
SEOUL: Meyer Sound has recently
appointed Ingang Audio as its new principal
distributor, overseeing most verticals in the
fast-growing South Korean market. Mr
Brian Chow, Meyer Sound sales manager
for Japan and Korea was expected to
announce the new appointment at the
KOBA Show in Seoul on May 16.
"Meyer Sound products are well known
in the Korean market for their quality and
durability," commented Ingang Audio
owner Steve Kim. Moving forward, Ingang
Audio’s will primarily build a stronger
network of Meyer Sound dealers and
system integrators in Korea, and for
connecting customers to Meyer Sound
through a more direct and transparent
relationship. This includes promotional
activities, and enhancing relationships
with existing dealers, consultants and end
users.
In a separate agreement, Kinoton Korea
will continue distribution for the two market
verticals of cinema and baseball stadiums.
All other markets will be handled through
Ingang Audio.
Meyer Sound's Chow believes that the
product knowledge and long experience of
several key people who have been working
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(L-R): Brian Chow, Eric Han, Joo Hong Chang, Helen Meyer, John Meyer and Steve Kim

for Ingang Audio, combined with the organisation’s more dynamic structure, will make for
a smooth transition and for rapid growth in the coming months.
In addition to owner Steve Kim, key principals at Ingang Audio include President Joo Hong
Chang and Technical Director Eric Han.
www.ingangaudio.com

NEWS

campus in omaha , nebraska receives first lighting upgrade with osram
Osram has recently won a contract with the University of
Nebraska Medical Centre (UNMC) to upgrade the 7.5 million sq
ft campus in Omaha, Nebraska. This is the first lighting upgrade
for the campus, which will move from fluorescent technology to
the OSRAM ENCELIUM® networked lighting management system
and the latest LED technologies. ENCELIUM will provide UNMC
with increased flexibility in lighting design, and will provide the
university with significant savings due to reduced energy costs.
Phase I of the multi-year project will include retrofitting two
research facilities totaling approximately 675,000 sq ft.
Source: University of Nebraska Medical Centre
Osram to provide lighting upgrade for the campus in Omaha, Nebraska

The installation will begin in the coming weeks according to Osram
press, which was released in mid-February.

blackmagic released software updates for
editing , colouring and sound mastering
LAS VEGAS, USA: Blackmagic Design announced the release of
DaVinci Resolve 14 software update in April for new professional
users in the film industry. DaVinci Resolve 14 was also demonstrated
on the booth of Blackmagic Design at the recent NAB 2017.
The new DaVinci Resolve 14 has been designed to be more than
an incremental software update, but a complete revolution in post
production. New features include up to 10 times performance
improvement, a whole new audio post production suite with Fairlight
audio built into DaVinci Resolve, and multi user collaboration tools
that let multiple people edit, colour and mix audio from multiple
systems, all in the same project at the same time.
Which means, all it takes is a single click to switch between editing,
color and audio. Then the new multi user collaboration tools let
everyone work on the same project at the same time, so customers
no longer have to import, export, translate or conform projects.

linear to a parallel workflow, giving editors, colourists and audio
engineers more time to be creative. A public beta of DaVinci
Resolve 14 will be available for immediate download from the
Blackmagic Design website.

DaVinci Resolve 14 dramatically changes post production from a

www.blackmagicdesign.com

pro range evolution
The server features a refined chassis with a new ruggedised VFC
backplane to offer stiffness and reliability, and offers dual 10Gbit/s
media network and 2TB of ultra-fast solid-state storage.
Also on show was the d3 4x4pro, running the latest r14 software. A
demo was conducted at Redline’s booth, showing video mapping
of a diamond shaped stage model with content provided by N
Dimension Media.

The latest addition to the pro range, the 2x4pro, was unveiled during
the recent InfoComm China 2017 by Redline, d3 Technologies’
Chinese Reseller. The new server displays d3’s interchangeable
VFC (Video Format Conversion) cards, enabling users to drive
up to 8 outputs as DVI, SDI or two DP1.2 from a single server.

d3 also placed four additional booths at the show: Appotronics,
Barco, Sony and Vivitek. Appotronics demonstrated a model of
a Tesla car with four Appotronics laser projectors powered by a
d3 2x2plus. Barco showcased projection mapping on a model
of Bejing’s Galaxy SOHO building, designed by famed architect
Zaha Hadid, with playback via a d3 4x4pro. While Sony’s booth
featured a giant curved display and four projectors driven by d3
4x4pro with four 4k (4096x2160) output providing an immersive
experience for the audience, Vivitek showed how to map a moving
cube with BlackTrax and d3.
www.d3technologies.com
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avolites appoints new distributors in canada and southeast asia
WORLDWIDE: British manufacturer Avolites is pleased to
announce the appointment of Canada's AVL Media Group and
Malaysia's Acoustic & Lighting System (A&L) as its new distribution
partners for Canada and Southeast Asia respectively.
The two new partnerships will see Avolites' products available
across Canada, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia. The
impressive move comes at a time when the Avolites' brand enjoys
its largest order book in company history and a rapidly growing
international client base.
The AVL Media Group partnership was officially launched at ExpoScène – a major Canadian event dedicated to lighting, sound, and
video technologies. The trade show was held at the Palais des
congrès de Montreal between April 12 and 13.
At the same time, Avolites is also expanding on their vertical
offering with this partnership. Titan v10.1 and Ai v10 see its new
releases that aim to let users have even more creative freedom
whilst significantly streamlining pre-production and programming
time.
In Southeast Asia, Avolites will be represented by one of the
region's leading distributors, Acoustic & Lighting System. With this
partnership, Avolites ensures its full range of integrative lighting
and video control products is available to the brand's rapidly
expanding regional customer base.

Eugene Yeo, General Manager of A&L said: "Avolites' branding
and product versatility coupled with the A&L know-how and
an established regional distribution network will create a good
synergy between our two companies. With this partnership we will
be able to push at the boundaries of the Southeast Asian market."
"Avolites is on a clear path to attaining the best distributors around
the world who align themselves with our vision," says Neminathan.
"AVL and A&L's contact with key designers in the lighting and
video field in their respective territories is just one of their strengths.
We are delighted to be working with two such highly driven teams.
Avolites is in a new phase of growth and we are looking forward to
working more closely with our users and spending more time with
non-users in Canada and Southeast Asia."
www.avlmediagroup.com, www.acousticlighting.com

chao ganguan designs d . a . s . audio sound system for
ola live house in nanjing
Yuanxing as well as Li Zhi’s sound technician to tailor the perfect
system for the venue, running through a number of simulations
with D.A.S. Audio’s EASE Focus 3 software before making a final
decision.
“OLA Live House has an irregular layout with practically no right
angles. The stage is off centre with respect to the volume of the
room and there is a small stand in a mezzanine at the back of the
room that is not centred on the stage”, commented Rodriguez.
“There is a large LED screen down stage, which makes it difficult
to choose the place to hang the sound system, because we can’t
block audience visibility”.

NANJING, CHINA: Located at the Sun Palace, a brand-new
entertainment complex in the heart of the city, OLA Live House
is a destination for independent musicians, where local and
international bands can ply their trade to a packed house. With a
focus on elevating music to the next level, Chao GanGuan, D.A.S.
Audio’s exclusive distributor in China, was contracted to supply
and design a sound system that could provide exceptional sound
and steadfast reliability.
The project was spearheaded by German Rodriguez, Technical
Director at Chao GanGuan, who called in Shanghai-based
Shanghai Yuanxing to help with system construction and
installation. Rodriguez worked closely with the CEO of Shanghai
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Rodriguez managed to design an end-to-end sound system that
offers homogeneous coverage and frequency response for the
entire audience area. With Chao GanGuan supplying the system
and Shanghai Yuanxing handling installation, the team decided to
draw from D.A.S. Audio’s Event Series of line arrays to guarantee
flawless sound at OLA Live House.
The setup specified by Rodriguez rigged six Event 210A threeway active line array systems on either side of the stage as
the house mains. A total of four Event 218A powered highperformance subwoofers were installed in a line in front of the
stage, interspersed with four Artec 508 loudspeakers for front fill.
Eight Action M12 dedicated stage monitors ensure consistent
sound for performers, and a DSP 4080 was installed to handle
system control and processing.
www.dasaudio.com

NEWS

augmented reality experience comes alive with
epson ’ s latest moverio smart glasses
smart glasses. At the hotel lobby, guests wearing the Moverio BT300 smart glasses begun the AR experience in front of ‘The Lion’s
Seal’ emblem, designed for the hotel by legendary fashion icon
Karl Lagerfeld. They were greeted virtually by Isabelle Miaja, the
interior designer of SO Sofitel Singapore. As the guests explored
the lobby, a layer of graphical information and audio narration
emerged through the smart glasses, revealing the inspiration of SO
Sofitel Singapore’s beautiful design - a story of French elegance
blending with the building’s unique history, and modern Singapore
chic.

SINGAPORE: Epson, a global leader in projection technology
and visual communications, partnered SO Sofitel Singapore for
Southeast Asia’s first augmented reality smart glasses design
experience within a hotel. Using Epson’s latest Moverio BT300 smart glasses, embark on an audio-visual adventure, SO
Augmented, within the French luxury boutique hotel’s lobby (for
public) and So Lofty suite (for guests staying in the room).
A launch event was held on March 29 at SO Sofitel Singapore,
where invited guests were the first to experience the AR tour on

The Moverio BT-300’s HD high-contrast display uses Epson's
cutting edge silicon-based OLED (organic light emitting diode)
digital display technology. Powered by software from EON Reality,
a world leader in Virtual and Augmented Reality-based knowledge
transfer, the curated experience transports viewers into a partreal part-virtual world where informative content and videos blend
seamlessly with real design elements found within the hotel lobby
and suite.
On the pilot project, EON Reality Singapore’s Managing Director
Mr Sridhar Sunkhad added, “Collaborating with Epson to augment
the SO Sofitel unique guest experience will be an exciting journey
that will teach us how Augmented Reality will become a part of our
everyday lifestyle.”
www.epson.com.sg

the 10 th knight of illumination awards 2017 announced a new chair
for the concert touring & events category
UK: The Knight of Illumination Awards
2017 (KOI), which celebrates the creative
talents of international lighting and digital
content designers working in the UK, is
delighted to announce the appointment
of a new chair of the Concert Touring &
Events category - Jess Allan.
Jess will take over the role of chair of the
Concert Touring & Events category from
Coral Cooper. Coral, a previous winner
of the KOI's Enrico Caironi Lifetime
Recognition Award, will remain an integral
part of the KOI Awards in 2017 as an
ambassador for the unique event.
In her new role, Jess will chair the panel
of judges assessing the Concert Touring
& Events category, and KOI is delighted
that Jonny Milmer of creative design
agency Imagination, lighting designer and
video content creator Miguel Ribeiro, Kelly
Murray, editor of TPi magazine and Claire
Beeson, editor of LSi magazine, return to
their roles as judges in this category for
2017.
Jess’ prior experience includes working
in professional show lighting and event
production for almost 20 years. She has

Jess Allan, chair of Concert Touring & Events category judging panel for KOI 2017
Photo courtesy of Simon Allan

gained extensive experience of both technology and design while working in various
roles for companies, including Martin Professional and TAIT. In addition, Jess has been a
member of the organising committee for Showlight, the prestigious quadrennial lighting
conference, for the past eight years.
Most recently, Jess has launched Productionomics, a company providing specialist
consultancy services to the event production industry, including data research, product
launch, strategy planning and project work. In addition, she is currently working on key
data research/recording specifically in the field of concert touring.
www.knight-of-illumination.com
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ezpro international technology limited appointed as china distributor
in the market over more then 15 years, many companies have
engineered their own solutions as part of an existing range of
products in an attempt to tap into the growing market.

WOLFENBÜTTEL: Hongkong distributor, EZPro International
Technology Limited, has been appointed as the distributor of
Hongkong, China and Macau for Pan Acoustics, the advanced
steerable audio specialist from Wolfenbüttel in Germany.
The established leader in beam steering, Pan Beam’s range
of self-powered, DSP controlled column loudspeakers, the
Pan Speaker passive speaker series and off course the Pan
Powerline technology all product ranges are designed to provide
an outstanding solution for speech and music even in the most
difficult of surroundings, delivering optimum sound quality in halls
and other reverberant spaces.
Pan Beam and Pan Powerline loudspeakers are capable of
extremely flexible steering, providing a near constant and precise
signal alignment and accomplishing consistent and high sound
levels for all audience areas in large venues.
Alan Ho, Senior VP Business Development of EZPro explained
their choice of Pan Beam, “With many column speakers available

“We have been looking at the various solutions available in the
market and all had their strengths and weaknesses, heavy, big,
difficult to set up, so we were looking for a company that was
specialised in steerable products but also offering a slim line of
passive speakers, that had leading technology and the feature set
that the market needed.
“In Pan Acoustics we found exactly this”, continued Ho, “But we
also found an open minded communication, needed based on
our own culture which is not always easy. The sales staff of Pan
Acoustics gave us a good feeling and the will to guide us into
further success for our company with their comprehensive range
of products.”
Jan Leerschool, International Sales Manager of Pan Acoustics,
commented, “We have been long discussing and looking the right
partnership for the region, but after experiencing the technical
resources and the strong portfolio of synergetic brands, combined
with excellent relationships with key integrators and consultants.
We are pleased to finally have found the perfect Pan Acoustics
distributor for Hongkong, China and Macau and we are confident
we will see good sales in the key Chinese market.”

ravenna announced a hugely successful nab 2017
MUNICH: IP networking was undoubtedly the hottest
topic at this year’s NAB show in Las Vegas, and the IP
Showcase demonstrated full IP interoperability based on
ST2110 was clearly the event of the show, according
to Ravenna. Jointly organised and supported by AES,
AIMS, AMWA, EBU, IABM, MNA, SMPTE and VSF, the
IP Showcase was inundated with visitors to witness the
latest developments in the domain of IP networking and
interoperability.
Ravenna evangelist, Andreas Hildebrand, who
gave several presentations on the differences and
commonalities between AES67 and ST2110, was
impressed by the huge participation and the amount of
interest generated by the event.
The presentation discussed IP networking and how it
could integrate the concept into projects to improve
workflow. “We were literally besieged all day, every day,
by people attending the presentations, wanting to see
the demos and asking questions in order to learn more.
It was a huge success for all the participants of the IP
Showcase, although judging by the complaints of the
neighbouring stand holders, we’ll need more room next
year!”
The audio section of the demo included 15 Ravennabased devices, all fully interoperable with other AES67/
ST2110 gear from various manufacturers. The Lawo
console on display was receiving over 20 audio streams
generated not only by Ravenna/AES67 devices but
also by video equipment from Grass Valley, Imagine,
Panasonic and others. The demo also included a
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section on timing and synchronisation (ST2059), featuring equipment from
Ravenna’s partner, Meinberg, and on ST2022-7 redundancy and NMOS IS04
discovery and registration which was supported by most of the Ravenna
products on show.
Back on the Ravenna booth, ST2110 and AES67 interoperability were one of
the highlights too, including interoperability with a Dante-based TF-1 console
from Yamaha. The demo included stream redundancy between two Lawo
A_Line analog-to-IP interfaces, which are built on ALC NetworX’s COMi.MX
2 x 64ch Ravenna SoM boards. These boards are a fully licensable Ravenna/
AES67 solution for interested manufacturers seeking fast, high performance
integration of Ravenna/AES67 into their own product platforms.
www.ravenna-network.com

NEWS

philips lighting and lazada singapore
collaborated to launch the first e - commerce store
SINGAPORE: Philips Lighting, a global provider of lighting products, systems and
services, announced the launch of a ‘chatbot’ on their local Facebook page and has
also partnered with Lazada Singapore to unveil its “first ever specialty e-store” on the
e-commerce platform.
A New ‘Chatbot’ on Philips Lighting’s Facebook Page
Users can now browse through a host of Philips Lighting’s suite of consumer products
and converse through Facebook’s messenger platform. Facebook’s users will now be able
to get round-the-clock assistance just by interacting with the chatbot on the Facebook
Messenger system. The chatbot responds with product recommendations based on the
user’s inputs to the chat and allows users to make their purchase directly on the platform
itself.
e-Commerce Platform
Besides being the first lighting provider to officially launch a Facebook Messenger Bot,
this is also one of the initiatives undertaken by the company for its LEDs Get Smart
campaign, aimed at educating consumers on the benefits of installing the right lights at
home. Under this campaign, Philips Lighting has also partnered with Lazada Singapore
to launch its “first ever specialty e-store”.
“These platforms will enable us to bring light beyond illumination to Singaporean
households, connecting their home lighting systems to the Internet of Things, a viable first
step in building homes in a Smart Nation,” commented Alok Ghose, Managing Director
and Cluster Leader for Philips Lighting in Singapore, Malaysia and Exports.
Philips Lighting chatbot can be found by looking up "Philips Lighting Singapore" in the
Messenger contact search.
www.lazada.sg/shop-lighting/philips

apg sound enlivened the fashion world of espace bellevue
FRANCE: Every year, French lingerie brand, Allande, would
organise its official fashion show and Ace Event, a major event
staging company based in South West of France, was recently
called on by lingerie brand Allande to technically manage their
annual fashion show in Biarritz. For eight years, Ace Event has
been responsible for the technical aspect of the show.
This edition featured the new lingerie collection, strongly supported
by the production delivered by Ace Event around the 60m long
catwalk, with a full light, sound and video show. Over one hundred
lighting fixtures were installed to highlight the venue and the new
2017 collection.
Guests were treated to live and recorded content projected on
six screens, while complex video mapping animated the back of
the stage. It took three days for the Ace Event technical team to
transform the Espace Bellevue into a beautiful fashion world. To
beat the pace of the stiletto heels on stage, Ace Event had to fit
the venue with a sound system sufficiently powerful to cater for
600 people. The event stager, who was working with six different
loudspeaker brands in its portfolio, opted for the APG sound in
order to overcome the complexity of the project and the various
sonic challenges.
Ace Event sound engineer Pierre Arrangoïs deployed a multicast
system with APG coaxial speakers, to ensure an evenly spread
out sound right across the room, which we split into three distinct
areas:
The first area, where the models stopped for a few seconds in front
of the audience, was handled by DX15 and DX12 loudspeakers

hung on each side of the catwalk. These compact coaxial
speakers are acoustically complementary and provide a discreet
yet powerful and detailed sound.
In the second area, two DX15 per side where installed, while the
third area was fitted with two sets of three DX12 speakers. At
the catwalk entrance, an ultra-compact multipurpose APG DX8
speaker coupled with TB218S subwoofers reinforced the sound
system, giving it both power and reception-level clarity.
Finally, low frequency sound coverage was handled by three
groups of two APG UL115B dedicated bass speakers, from the
successful and workhorse Uniline range. The entire sound system
was managed by Powersoft K2 and K3 amplifiers and APG digital
processors.
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new name in pro audio larq systems made a debut at ise 2017
LARQ Systems from Norway, a new name in pro audio, made a
debut at ISE 2017 with its innovative range of loudspeakers and
electronics, designed for the retail, restaurant and hospitality,
corporate and educational markets. Based in Oslo, LARQ
Systems’ product designs are based on more than 25 years’
experience in sound contracting and focus on speech and music
quality, reliability, ease of use and flexible mounting. With equal
consideration to supporting its distribution channels, LARQ
Systems is operating a European warehouse located in Antwerp,
Belgium.
The initial range from LARQ Systems consists of three product
series; the Display Loudspeaker Series, the Contractor Series of
mixers and mixer amplifiers and the Mini Series ultra-compact
electronics.
The Display Loudspeaker Series includes the Monitor 10, a
versatile micro-cube wall/ceiling-mount satellite loudspeaker,
the Monitor 20, an ultra slim display loudspeaker for integrating
with interactive boards and LCD screens, and the Monitor 60P,
a full range installation loudspeaker optimised for music and
presentation use in meeting rooms, auditoriums and classrooms.
The DisplaySub6 subwoofer is designed to combine with the
Monitor 10 to produce a flexible full range system or be added to
the other Display Loudspeaker Series models to provide systems
with extended low frequency and impact.

The Contractor Series consists of the LARQ CS41M, a 4 mic/line
mono mixer/combiner, the LARQ CS120M 4 mic/line 100V/120W
mixer amplifier and the LARQ CS250M 4 mic/line 100V/250W
mixer amplifier.
The MiniAmp d5 was the first product to be launched in the Mini
Series, with additional versatile Mini products to follow. MiniAmp
d5 is designed to be the perfect companion for the Display
Loudspeaker Series Monitor 10 and Monitor 20 loudspeakers,
with a selectable link out pre/post volume and control/VCA
providing for a variety of application requirements.
www.larqsystems.com

avolites quartz controlled the lighting for
broadway musical wicked in tasmania
show using an ultra-compact Avolites Quartz console running the
latest Titan V10 software.
For the Wicked production, Kays added an additional touch
screen and the Avolites Titan Mobile Wing during the design
and programming stages of the show. Due to the challenge of
limited programming time, Kay consequently had to adopt a highly
efficient approach using pallets and programmed the entire show
on a single cue list. The rig was spread across eight universes of
data, conveyed via Art-Net.

Photo courtesy of Tony McKendrick

AUSTRALIA: Tasmania's lighting designer, Gareth Kays used an
ultra-compact Quartz console from British manufacturer Avolites
to programme the magical lighting and special effects on the
recent production of blockbuster Broadway musical Wicked at
Hobart's Theatre Royal.
Featuring spectacular staging and a 17-piece orchestra, the
musical was put on by local production company The Show
Company. Kays was brought in to design and programme the
entire lighting package. The owner of GK Productions, Tasmania's
premier performance technology consultancy, Kays controlled the
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Kays relied heavily on Titan V10s latest 'Shape Tracking' feature in
cue lists - which allows designers advanced intuitive programming
capabilities. The feature means that when creating a cue list that
includes shapes, the shapes automatically track and follow the
normal tracking rules. The 'Playback View' shows where they are
blocked and tracked - meaning a designer has the option to block
the shapes, preventing it from tracking to the next cue.
Wicked is described by The New York Times as "the defining
musical of the decade", and is one of Broadway's longest running
and best-loved musicals. It tells the story of the Witches of Oz Glinda the Good Witch and Elphaba the infamous Wicked Witch of
the West. Based on a 1995 novel of the same name by New Yorker
Gregory Maguire, it serves as a prequel to the classic children's
novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum. It reveals the
astounding happenings in the Emerald City before Dorothy and
Toto were dropped there by a tornado.
www.avolites.com

NEWS

the knight of illumination awards 2017 will reveal shortlists
for tv and concert touring & events in august
UK: The Headline Sponsors for 2017’s Knight of Illumination Awards are Claypaky and
OSRAM. The event will also be generously supported by Spotlight Sponsors ADB,
Avolites, d3 Technologies, ETC, GLP German Light Products, Green Hippo, HSL Group,
MA Lighting, PRG XL Video and Robert Juliat, and by technology supplier Hawthorn.
Submissions are currently open for both the Television and Concert Touring & Events
categories, with shows performed or broadcast between August 1, 2016 and June 30,
2017 in the UK eligible for entry. As with previous years, the Theatre category can only be
nominated by the judging panel. Submissions can be made for TV and Concert Touring &
Events by visiting the KOI website. The shortlists will be announced in August.
In addition, The Enrico Caironi Lifetime Recognition Award will be presented to an
individual whose contributions to the lighting industry have gone above and beyond the
call of duty, in turn benefiting their colleagues, the industry and the wider world.
Originally conceived by Claypaky in 2008, in cooperation with Durham and Jennie
Marenghi, the Knight of Illumination Awards is now organised and managed by the
prestigious industry organisations STLD (Society of Television Lighting and Design), ALD
(Association of Lighting Designers) and The Fifth Estate Ltd.
To find out more about the sectors and subcategories, or for more information on how
you can submit an entry, please visit www.knight-of-illumination.com/categories.

Photo Courtesy of Simon Allan

pt . goshen swara indonesia appointed
community distributor in indonesia
this premium line-up, enhancing Goshen’s
offerings to the Indonesian market.
Cunario Suriya, Goshen’s Managing
Director, stated, “Community is a wellknown brand with a comprehensive
product range and outstanding technical
support. Together with our value added
distribution and committed network of
installers and integrators, we are confident
this provides our market with the right
combination for a successful business.”

(L-R): Mr Koen Claerbout, CEO Audioprof Group Inter national; Mr Cunario Suriya, CEO
PT. Goshen Swara Indonesia; and Mr Kim Muurholm Juergensen, Sales Manager APAC,
Community Professional Loudspeakers

INDONESIA: Community Professional Loudspeakers is pleased to announce the
appointment of Jakarta based PT. Goshen Swara Indonesia as its distributor for
Indonesia. Goshen is a leading distributor of AV products with an established portfolio of
brands, including Apart, Shure, Biamp, Rane, DIS, SGM, AVIOM and K2VAudio. Effective
May 1, 2017 the full range of Community loudspeaker products will be included with

Community’s APAC Sales Manager, Kim
Muurholm
Juergensen,
commented,
“Goshen is a well-established and
respected AV distributor in Indonesia.
With their focus on providing distribution
across the world’s largest island country,
we are confident they will be a valuable
long-term partner.
With Community,
Goshen is gaining a strong loudspeaker
range in the quality installed sound sector
for both indoor and demanding outdoor
applications. Indonesia is an important
market for us within the ASEAN region and
with Goshen’s approach to adding value I
am confident we will be off to a good start.
We are looking forward to working with
Cunario and his team, both serving their
existing customers well and introducing
Community’s quality loudspeakers to many
new ones.”
www.communitypro.com
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g - spots highlight jaguar loop - the - loop stunt

Recently, legendary driver Terry Grant repeated his Jaguar SUV
F-PACE loop-the-loop stunt on a 19-metre ramp at the famous sea
front the Bund in Shanghai.
Grant’s first time performing this hazardous act was in Frankfurt,
Germany, where he actually broke the Guinness World Record back
in 2015. Both times, production company Imagination highlighted the
event with SGM G-Spot moving heads, ensuring that the impressive
spectacle was highlighted in a worthy and festive manner.
Project Manager Alex Qian from Imagination said: “The Chinese

market is being flooded with cheap lighting fixtures. However, we
wanted nothing less than the best of the best that could display the
luxury car brand Jaguar the way it deserved to be. After a test of
the G-Spot, there was no doubt: Delivering the strongest colours
and being IP65-rated, the G-Spot was the optimum choice for this
outdoor event.”
IAG Sanecore, Chinese SGM distributor ensured that the 50 pieces
of the G-Spot required were delivered timely.
www.sgmlight.com

dpa microphones appoints evan mackenzie
USA: DPA Microphones, a leading manufacturer
of high-quality miniature microphone solutions
for professional audio applications, is pleased
to announce in April that Evan MacKenzie has
joined the team as the new Marketing and
Communications Manager for the United States.
In his new role, MacKenzie will be strategically
planning all aspects of marketing and
communications for new and existing product
lines. His responsibilities will include branding
execution, augmenting marketing collateral for
the region, media planning and buying, event
planning and artist relations.
MacKenzie is accustomed to providing marketing
and communications development and support
for companies in the pro audio industry. He
previously held marketing positions with QSC
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Audio, Allen & Heath, KRK and Cerwin Vega
working closely with the engineering, product
development, sales and creative departments
to increase corporate revenue and implement
branding strategies. MacKenzie began his career
on the ad agency side producing branding for
advertising campaigns for JBL Pro, Samick,
Knabe and multiple Procter & Gamble brands.
“We’re excited to welcome Evan and look
forward to putting his many years of experience
in the pro audio industry to work for DPA,” says
Christopher Spahr, Vice President of Sales
& Marketing, USA for DPA Microphones. “His
knowledge of branding and communications
will help us continue to grow our presence in
the United States.”
www.dpamicrophones.com

NEWS

twenty one pilots take d 3 around the world for
emotional roadshow tour

The American musical duo Twenty One Pilots (TOP) have been
around the globe with the Emotional Roadshow World Tour, which
commenced almost a year ago. d3 accompanied the Grammywinning TOP on their arena tour, which visited Europe, North
America and Oceania, feeding video content to an extensive array
of LED walls.
600 square feet worth of LED video walls were rolled onto the stage
to form the backdrop for TOP's performances. Additional screens
involved four 8x12 foot LED screens, evenly spaced above the
backdrop and two large 18x26 foot LED screens displaying live
IMAG video on either side of the stage. All LED screens were 9mm.
“The content was designed by Tantrum with heavy input from the
rest of the creative team, matched the tone and feel of the songs.
Everything was choreographed with the music; it began slowly
and built throughout the show,” said Sean Green, Video Crew
Chief and d3 Programmer/Operator.
Green explained that a single d3 4x2pro powered the entire show,
sending three separate signals of 1920x1080. "One output fed the

stage LEDs, another fed the IMAG, the third went to projection
for the kabuki reveal at the beginning of the show, the only time
projection was used. We also used Notch realtime VFX on d3 to
enhance the IMAG."
Green also found it helpful to be able to create different set lists
and different versions of the content based on the size of the tour
venue. "Sometimes we had to lose some of the LEDs because of
the arena size," he says. "I was able to make each song its own
track rather than a total timeline. Then I could create a set list for
each (stage) configuration treating them as different shows. If there
was a global content change, I took that new content, dropped it
in, and it updated all the versions. So we had the songs isolated,
and we had multiple layouts for each song. Great flexibility and
very helpful for me!"
Green gave Art-Net control to the lighting director as well so he
could "have control of the screens on a fader and kill the LEDs on
his own if he needed to."
www.d3technologies.com

venuetech and sgm re - establish old ties
SGM is proud to announce the appointment of Venuetech LLC as the sole
distributor for the Middle East. Relations go back to 1992, where dynamic lighting
made its entrance to the global market.
Venuetech has completed a long list of illumination projects in landmark buildings
and entertainment in the region. With their presence and SGM as key player in
the global market for dynamic lighting products, together they form a strong
alliance.
Peter Johansen, CEO of SGM Light, says: “We have high expectations and we
look forward to exploring this strong relationship in a market with such big growth
potential for LED dynamic lighting.”
“SGM is going to reinforce our presence due to the extensive product range ideally
suited for the harsh conditions in the region. We look forward to develop this
strategic partnership,” says Elie Kheirallah, Technical Director of Venuetech.
www.sgmlight.com
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mediacomm joins sdvoe alliance
MONTREAL: The SDVoE Alliance announced in May that
Guangzhou MediaComm Technology has joined the alliance as an
adopting member and will work toward the organisation’s goals of
standardising the adoption of Ethernet to transport AV signals in
professional AV environments, and creating an ecosystem around
SDVoE technology that allows software to define AV applications.
All AV distribution and processing applications that demand zerolatency, uncompromised video can benefit from SDVoE technology,
which provides an end-to-end hardware and software platform for
AV extension, switching, processing and control through advanced
chipset technology, common control APIs and interoperability.
SDVoE network architectures are based on off-the-shelf Ethernet
switches thus offering substantial cost savings and greater system
flexibility and scalability over traditional approaches such as pointto-point extension and circuit-based AV matrix switching.
www.mediacomm.com.cn

sonoma raceway is loud and clear all year with community

SONOMA, CALIFORNIA: Sonoma Raceway motorsports
complex has recently undergone a complete refit of its PA system
to enhance the experience for visitors to its year-round schedule
of events, including three of the top racing series: the Monster
Energy NASCAR Cup Series, NHRA Mello Yello Drag Racing
Series and Verizon IndyCar® Series.
Whilst Sonoma Raceway’s old PA system served for most events,
it lacked quality and intelligibility and could not provide the levels
required for the largest events, which necessitated the hiring
of large, obtrusive PA stacks. The racetrack owners decided it
was time for a complete refit and turned to Pacific Satellite,
which has provided them with sound design/build and A/V event
management services for over two decades.
Pacific Satellite has designed sound systems for many motorsport
racetracks, including Phoenix International Raceway and
Auto Club Speedway, as well as for many private commercial
enterprises. Additionally, Pacific Satellite is often the operator of
the systems it builds.
Jerry Coté of Pacific Satellite explained the loudspeaker choice,
“To deliver high quality and intelligibility over the incredible roar
of the engines and the cheers of an audience several thousand
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strong takes a very special loudspeaker.”
The refit of the PA system covered 14 major seating and paddock
areas, along with 18 additional public and competitor audio
zones. One-hundred sixty Community loudspeakers provide the
coverage, with the system comprising a 32-channel Yamaha mixer
and BSS London BLU-100 control system with additional BLUBOB and BLU-BIB units.
Power is delivered by a mix of QSC ISA 800TI and CXD4.5
amplifiers. System software design for the BBS London was
handled by Jeremy Yamaguchi of Eagle Multi-Media Productions
and Pacific Satellite used the services of Community’s TAG
(Technical Applications Group) Team to assist with sound field
assessment and verification of final designs.
Coté concludes, “Sonoma Raceway now has an attractive yearround, high-performance system that provides quality sound and
high intelligibility and eliminates the need for expensive temporary
rentals. It not only gives fans on site a better experience but also
delivers a better product to the worldwide television audience with
improved sight lines and accessibility.”
www.sonomaraceway.com

NEWS

matt kingslake joins the theatreplan consultancy team
Theatreplan is a theatre consultancy practice,
established in 2004. It has an international
profile and its portfolio of world-renowned
venues includes the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden, Sydney Opera House and London’s
Barbican Theatre. With an expanding portfolio
of performing projects across its three offices in
London, Hong Kong and Sydney, Theatreplan
is pleased to welcome Matt Kingslake to its
growing team of consultants.
Matt graduated from the Royal Northern College
of Music in Manchester in 1989 and went on to
work for Holiday on Ice, touring the world for
eight years within their electrical department
rising to the role of chief electrician. After
returning to the UK he was Technical Manager
at Grimsby Auditorium before becoming the
first Technical Manager for the Grove Theatre,
Dunstable.
Matt is delighted to be part of Theatreplan’s
expanding team: “I worked closely with

Theatreplan during the construction and
commissioning of the Grove Theatre and am
delighted to be part of a team I’ve long admired.
I look forward to playing a key role in the
company’s future development”.
Commenting on the appointment, Theatreplan
director, Mathew Smethurst-Evans, said: “With
a 25-year career working in a variety of technical
theatre roles, Matt is a hugely experienced
Technical Manager with all-round project
management skills. He already has a close
working relationship with our consultant team
and an appreciation of our approach to theatre
design”.
Matt is already applying his specialist expertise
on some of Theatreplan’s most significant
projects including the new Oldham Coliseum
Theatre and Heritage Centre, Copenhagen
Opera House and the Helsinki City Theatre.
www.theatreplan.co.uk

cuk audio takes on distribution of arthur holm
Founded in 2005, CUK Audio is a trading
name of Community UK Limited. Since
then, the company has developed into one
of the UK and Ireland’s most successful
and innovative pro audio distributors,
boasting an impressive portfolio of nearly
twenty brands.
CUK Audio has recently announced
that they have been appointed as the
exclusive UK and Eire distributor for the
multi-award-winning range of Arthur Holm
upmarket boardroom technologies. Based
in Barcelona with offices in Madrid and
Paris, Arthur Holm combines Scandinavian
design traditions with Mediterranean flair
to produce a range of elegant, highly
engineered meeting space solutions
including motorised retractable screens
and microphones, customisable motorised
housings to conceal video conference
cameras, signal sharing solutions and
more.
CUK Audio MD, Stuart Thomson, is
delighted to add Arthur Holm to CUK’s
extensive portfolio of conferencing and
boardroom products. “Arthur Holm
solutions bring unparalleled elegance and
simplicity to the boardroom or indeed
any interactive meeting space. They are
a well-established company who have
earned themselves an enviable reputation
as the market leader in technology-driven
meeting experiences. Their client list
includes banks, government buildings,

(L-R): Montse Romero, international sales, Arthur Holm; Stuart Thomson, MD CUK Audio;
Henrik Holm, general manager, Arthur Holm; Stuart Cunningham, general manager, CUK Audio

major hotel chains and international corporations to name but a few. CUK Audio’s
business is expanding rapidly in that direction, so Arthur Holm is a perfect fit for us and
we’re proud to be representing them in the UK and Eire.”
Arthur Holm’s Montse Romero who is responsible for international sales, is equally
pleased. “We have a thriving global sales business and we are present in over forty
countries worldwide, but we were missing an effective distributor in the UK which is a very
important market. Looking at how CUK’s business has evolved over the last few years
and the kinds of projects they are currently working on, it was clear that CUK would be a
very strong partner for us. I’m looking forward to a mutually beneficial relationship.”
www.cuk-audio.com
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BRINGING LIVE EXPERIENCES TO THE SCENES
Current Edition: 4th Live Entertainment Expo TOKYO
Dates: May 31 to June 2, 2017
Venue: Makuhari Messe, Japan
People prefer “experience” these days and the Live
Entertainment Expo TOKYO caters to all kinds of live
entertainment from Sports Event and Concerts to Shows
and Musical Instrument, including Amusement Park and
Musical Plays. Organised by Reed Exhibitions Japan,
the exhibitors’ booth provided the following products
and services such as: LED Display, Pro-Lighting, ProAudio, Special Effect, VR/AR Content Production, Musical
Instrument, Stage Art and Real-time Distribution. Exhibiting
at the Live Entertainment Expo TOKYO in its fourth year
running serves as a major gateway to step into the growing
Japanese market for companies and industry delegates to
gain a wider exposure, and to expand existing business.

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

1 Team L.A.M.P | Office-Sam Co., Ltd. 4-49. 2 Sign-Design-LED Products | Fukami Co., Ltd. 2-34 3 imagine. change. | Ricoh Japan
Corporation 8-64 4 Ecology Work, Live Produce, LED Planning | Ell-Tech Co., Ltd. 1-64 5 Contents and Solution Business | TV Asahi
Service Co., Ltd. 2-25 6 Stage LED Display | Shenzhen Eastar Electronic Co., Ltd. (China) 1-40 7 Hovering Bee | Cromagnon Inc. 8-57
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8

9
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8 Kinetic Lights System | Kinetic Lights Japan Inc. 4-56 9 We Colour Your Entertainment! | Pikabon Co., Ltd. 2-41 10 Lightlink Display
Show for Professional AV | Shenzhen Lightlink Display Technology Co., Ltd. (China) 1-37 11 Projecting the Future | Cine Focus Corp. 1-53

bring big ideas to life.
d3 Designer is the ultimate software to visualise,
design, and sequence projects wherever you are.
Install and use d3 Designer as a powerful toolkit
for winning pitches, developing storyboards,
creating camera fly-throughs, testing technical
setups, and designing entire shows.
Download the trial now for free: d3technologies.com
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The Nighttime Lights
at Hogwarts Castle
(Hufflepuff) at Universal
Studios Hollywood

FEATURES

THE WIZARDING WORLD
OF HARRY POTTER
Experiencing “The Wizarding World of Harry Potter” with its all-new summertime
enhancement and “The Nighttime Lights at Hogwarts Castle” in a new light.
Photos cour tesy of Universal Studios Holly wood
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FEATURES

Beginning June 23, guests are invited to see “The Wizarding World of Harry
PotterTM” in a whole new light as Universal Studios Hollywood introduces its
all-new “The Nighttime Lights at Hogwarts TM Castle”, featuring a dazzling light
projection experience against the backdrop of Hogwarts™ School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry.

conducted by prolific arranger William
Ross and recorded by the London
Symphony Orchestra in London. This
new summertime feature will take place
multiple times a night during its run.

As night falls on Hogsmeade village, “The Nighttime Lights at Hogwarts Castle”
will shine brightly with an awe-inspiring spectacle that showcases the four houses
of Hogwarts: Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff and Slytherin that culminates with
awesome beams of lights that fan into the night sky.

Inspired by J.K. Rowling’s compelling
stories and characters that were
brought to life in the Warner Bros.
films, “The Wizarding World of Harry
Potter” at Universal Studios Hollywood
is a masterful recreation, faithful to
the visual landscape of the fiction
and films, including as its iconic focal
point, Hogwarts castle.

The colourful state-of-the-art light display and special effects projection,
designed to dance across the stunning Hogwarts castle, will be accompanied
by a special musical arrangement created by Academy Award-winning composer
John Williams based on his original scores composed for the film series. The
musical arrangement that will emanate in a surround sound environment was

From its snow-capped roofs and
cobblestone streets to the historic
British sensibilities that characterise
the whimsical look and feel of the land,
“The Wizarding World of Harry Potter”
transports guests of all ages to the
very places they watched on the silver
screen.
The architecturally stunning land also
includes the incredibly captivating
and highly acclaimed “Harry Potter
and the Forbidden Journey” thrill ride,
now enhanced with 4K-HD and ride
film projecting at an astounding rate
of 120 frames-per-second for an even
more immersive glimpse into Harry
Potter’s world, as well as “Flight of
the Hippogriff™,” Universal Studios
Hollywood’s
first
outdoor
family
coaster.
Universal Studios Hollywood is The
Entertainment Capital of L.A. and
includes a full-day, movie-based theme
park and Studio Tour. As a leading
global
entertainment
destination,
Universal Studios Hollywood delivers
highly themed immersive lands that
translate to real-life interpretations of
iconic movie and television shows.
Recent
additions
include
“The
Wizarding World of Harry Potter ™”
which features a bustling Hogsmeade
village and such critically-acclaimed
rides as “Harry Potter and the
Forbidden Journey” and “Flight of
the Hippogriff™,” Universal Studios
Hollywood’s first outdoor rollercoaster.
Other
immersive
lands
include
“Despicable Me Minion Mayhem” and
“Super Silly Fun Land” as well as
“Springfield,” hometown of America’s
favorite TV family, located adjacent
to the award-winning “The Simpsons
RideTM” and the “The Walking Dead”
daytime attraction.

J.K. Rowling’s compelling stories and characters dance across the stunning Hogwarts castle
accompanied by colourful state-of-the-art light display and special effects projection

www.universalstudioshollywood.com
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The plug-in from
PosiStage.Net
enabled both
video and light
tracking to share
the same tracking
data protocol
from the V icon
camera system

D3 PLAY KEY ROLE IN
CAPTURING THE ESSENCE
OF ARIEL IN THE INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTION OF THE TEMPEST
Photos cour tesy of Intel Corporation
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The Royal Shakespeare Company
(RSC) presented the new production
of “The Tempest” that took place in
the Bard’s birthplace of Stratfordupon-Avon, England, home to the
world-famous playwright such as
Shakespeare. The production was
to mark the 400th anniversary of his
death.
In this play, RSC collaborated with Intel
and The Imaginarium Studios to use
Vicon’s Tracker equipped with a motion
capture system and object tracking
solution. This resulted in the live
motion capture featuring the spirited
Ariel being able to morph into various
characters such as a sea nymph and
harpy, all happening in real-time.
Three d3 4×4pros plus an additional
understudy, all with SDI VFCs and 16
outputs each, along with the RSC’s
own d3 2×2plus were used in the stage
production.
The production staged was transformed
into a remote, magical island where
“The Tempest” took place. The design
featured the inner ribs of a shipwreck,
rising up two levels. At the back was an
eight-metre high curved rear projection
screen with 14 curved gauze screens
in the middle, known as the Vortex,
that flew in and out together and
independently, creating the surfaces
for the narrative projection. Within the
Vortex was a cylindrical gauze screen,
called the Cloud, where the tracking
information for these surfaces were fed
into d3.
“One of the main uses of video was for
Ariel, a magical video character, driven
by live motion capture technology
and relayed to the stage through d3,”
said video designer Finn Ross. “The
Imaginarium Studios designed the
various viral characters and the Unreal
Game Engine workflow that rendered
Ariel in real-time, which we took as
a video capture stream into d3 and
mapped onto various areas of the set.”
“The other major task of video was to
deliver The Masque, a fantasy show
put on by Prospero to celebrate his
daughter’s wedding,” Ross continued.
“This section exploded with colour
and David Hockney-like landscapes;
the stage turned into a giant peacock
enveloped by a huge rainbow aurora.
Every surface and all 27 projectors
were used for this.”
The
RSC’s
production
manager,
Pete Griffin, noted that the company
“had never undertaken a production
with this scale of video requirements
before. More than two years ago we

“The Tempest”
relied on live
motion capture
that allowed Ariel
to shape-shift into
various characters
throughout the play,
all in real-time

started looking at what video servers we would need for the project. The general
opinion seemed to be that d3 that was the way to go. d3 offered proven, stable
integration with Stage Technologies automation and grandMA, both of which we
used in the production.”
“The Tempest” was programmed with a mix of timeline and Sock Puppet-based
control. “This flexibility allowed the team to work in the most effective method,
depending on the type of sequence and the complexity of certain elements,”
said George Jarvis, video production engineer at the RSC. He added that “The
timeline was then controlled with a DMX transport, which enabled the video
operator to cue the show from a lighting console. This was essential as it allowed
us to integrate with the MA control infrastructure in the theatre.”
Jarvis worked out the projector spec and placement using d3 in previs not
only to accurately design the projection system but also to deliver the required
coverage. He said: “As so many of the surfaces in the show were curved, moving
and overlapping, it was incredibly useful to be able to visualise the projection
beam angles and other properties using d3’s footprints feature.
“The ten projectors covering the Vortex surfaces were lined up to a specifically
designed calibration object. This allowed us to use QuickCal to line up multiple
curved surfaces, which individually had very few suitable calibration points, in
one fast process,” Javis commented.
Ross liked how “d3 works with combinations of perspective maps and direct
maps, so it was very fast to make content for The Masque section of the show
and get a huge impact on the stage.”
Some of d3’s notable features “up to 16 HD outputs from one server in such a
compact size” was a definite advantage for the production as was “the option of
configuring the outputs as required with the SDI VFC cards,” said Jarvis.
According to Griffin, “d3 was key in helping us bring the production to fruition,”
especially when d3 and Vicon teamed to create a plug-in app for the PosiStage.
Net protocol. The plug-in enabled both video and light tracking to share the
same tracking data protocol from the Vicon camera system.
Jarvis couldn’t agree more that with the support of d3, they were able to put up
the show both in pre-production and during the tech rehearsal. Tom Whittock
developed the app for posistage.net and received on-site support from Christian
Dickens during the tech rehearsal.
“The Tempest” will continue this summer at London’s Barbican theatre.
www.d3technologies.com
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RAVEN PMG RELIES ON
BLACKMAGIC DESIGN FOR
AV INSTALLATION AT MOUNTAIN
DEW’S COURTSIDE HQ
Photos cour tesy of Black magic Design
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New Orleans-based Raven Production Management Group
(PMG) relied Micro Studio Camera 4K, Video Assist monitor/
recorder, ATEM 2 M/E Production Studio 4K live production
switcher and Teranex AV and Teranex 2D Processors
from Blackmagic Design for an audiovisual installation at
Mountain Dew’s Courtside HQ.
Located in the historic New Orleans Board of Trade building,
the installation was a collaboration between Motive, a fullservice advertising agency, and Mountain Dew. Raven PMG
helped actuate the vision by transforming the space into a
unique and captivating experience.
The inside featured a large LED cube stage used for a
live performance, a gallery of mixboard-infused paintings,
a heat press station allowing fans to customise apparel
and a professional-styled photo studio that gave fans an
exclusive, personalised art print. Outside, the patio featured
a large LED screen that showed programming and content,
a live feed from attendees playing basketball-themed video
games and broadcasted the NBA All-Star game itself.
The Micro Studio Camera 4K, paired with the Video Assist
for monitoring, shot a wide angle view of the stage during a
live performance. Ben commented, “I often use the camera
and Video Assist to get unmanned shots at unique angles
to spice up a standard broadcast. In addition to using the
Video Assist to set the camera’s focus and iris to make sure
everything looks good before going back to the ATEM, I also
use the Video Assist as a mobile monitor to check issues
with feeds or frame rates.”
Ben fed the Micro Studio Camera 4K directly into the
ATEM 2 M/E Production Studio 4K, which was the hub of
the installation’s setup. The ATEM was connected via a
Blackmagic Intensity Pro 4K to Ben’s computer, which was
running a video and effects mixing software along with the
ATEM Software Control. He used two Teranex AVs and two
Teranex 2D Processors to interface with additional inputs,
such as the video game and broadcast feeds, connecting,
routing and conditioning the signals.
Four Blackmagic Mini Converters HDMI to SDI 4K helped get
the HDMI devices, such as the video game and broadcast

feeds, into the ATEM, and the Mini Converters allow Ben to
run SDI instead of expensive fiber cable. All the feeds were
output via SDI to the LED screens.
According to Ben, there were three main needs from
the video system. First, there was regular programming
throughout the day, which involved switching the schedule,
televised game and video game feed. Second, was to freeze
the content on a frame from a video that they could use
for branding purposes or to quickly change to another look
whenever there were photo opportunities of the players.
Third, was a pre-recorded music video and live feed of the
concert. During the live show, Ben and his team used the
system to its fullest extent by taking the live footage and
manipulating it through a video and effects mixing software,
adding logos and visuals, as well as routing the live feed of
the show to the outside LED screen.
“Blackmagic Design made it possible to do complex cable
routing through a venue with SDI and gave us full control
of the entire system from one location,” explained Ben.
“The ATEM 2 M/E Production Studio 4K was chosen for its
big screen and range of outputs. The Teranex was chosen
because of its signal conditioning, output options and the
ability to route them, which all are very important for me
because they allow me to load a still frame as well as plug in
any computer, camera, game system or whatever is thrown
at me due to the wide variety of standards conversions,” he
concluded.
www.blackmagicdesign.com

About Blackmagic Design
Founded by world leading post production editors and
engineers, Blackmagic Design has offices in the USA,
UK, Japan, Singapore and Australia. Blackmagic Design
specialises in quality video editing products, digital film
cameras, colour correctors, video converters, video
monitoring, routers, live production switchers, disk
recorders, waveform monitors and real time film scanners
for the feature film, post production and television broadcast
industries.
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ALCONS TAKES FUTUROSCOPE
VISITORS ON AN
EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY
Submitted by Alcon Audio
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The
Extraordinary
Jour ney
Attraction

For 30 years, French theme park Futuroscope has been thrilling visitors
with its multimedia experiences and unique, dynamic rides. To mark
the start of its fourth decade, a new €11m state-of-the-art audio visual
experience has opened, with an Alcons Audio system delivering the
soundtrack.
Originally opened in 1992 under the name of The Magic Carpet, the
multi-million Euro update of Futuroscope’s IMAX cinema has seen it
reinvented as L'Extraordinaire Voyage (The Extraordinary Journey). 84
spectators sit in a triple row of seats on a platform which turns vertical
(so the rows are now sitting above each other) and whisks them off
on a dynamic ten minute ‘flight’ around the world, accompanied by an
orchestral soundtrack and sound effects, plus smells and wind.
Complementing the 600m2 hemispherical screen is a 12+1 Alcons
Audio pro-ribbon system, supplied by the company’s French distributor
Audiolead and installed by Poitiers-based Tedelec Audiovisuel.
“We needed a system that would match the drama of the visual
experience, playing the soundtrack at a comparatively high volume, but
with no compromise on quality. The system also had to be mounted
so that the sound from the surround loudspeakers could match the
directional subtlety of the video,” says Yannis Marchet, technical
manager for the Futuroscope attractions.
An added complication for Tedelec was that the audience platform
physically moves up and down during the presentation, to give a more
convincing feeling of ‘flying’. This meant that the surround system had
to also have a vertical dimension, to seamlessly cover all of the audience
whatever position the platform is in.
A number of different systems were listened to, with an Alcons C-series
surround system proving the best solution. The multi-channel 12+1
system is installed behind the screen and comprises five CRS12GT/90
large-format, high-output 12” reference surround units for the five main
LL, L, C, R, RR front channels, five CCS12 large-format 12” surround
units for the ‘higher’ and two more for the ‘lower’ height dimension and
four CB362 high-output double 18” full-size subwoofer systems for the
bass frequencies.
The system is powered and controlled by three Sentinel3 and one
Sentinel10, four channel amplified loudspeaker controllers. Six CMRSSR reference pro-ribbon surround units are soon to be added to give
even greater depth to the sound effects.
“The acoustics presented a real challenge for Tedelec, because it is a
large space without any damping,” says Audiolead’s Bruno Ghidionesco.
“The Alcons pro-ribbon drivers can fire through the screen, without
any of the problems of reflections off the back of it from horn-loaded
loudspeakers, and their perfectly-controlled directivity means that
the coverage and clarity is exceptional for such a dynamic audience
experience.”
“The quality of the pro-ribbon drivers were a key reason for choosing
Alcons,” adds Yannis. “The system delivers very high quality sound,
without distortion or sounding overly aggressive. Together with the
seamless coverage, it means L'Extraordinaire Voyage audiences enjoy
an experience that perfectly matches the consistently high standards of
Futuroscope.”
Recent Alcons ambassadors include: Elbphilharmonie Hamburg,
Hamilton the Musical, Broadway New York NY, Dear Evan Hansen,
Broadway New York NY, Walt Disney, Lucasfilm, National Theater
Sweden, St. Patrick’s Cathedral New York USA, National Theater
Finland, but also Jazz at the Lincoln Center Doha Qatar, State Theatre
Stuttgart Germany, Red Bull’s Hangar-7 Austria and members of The
Ribbon Network, Alcons’ global rental network.
www.futuroscope.com, www.alconsaudio.com and www.audiolead.fr
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KLARK TEKNIK DM8000
Klark Teknik unveiled its DM8000 advanced digital audio processor for
installation applications, featuring configurable DSP, audio networking
and acoustic echo cancellation.
Words by Klark Tek nik

As a solution for modern meetings
and telephone/video conferencing, the
DM8000 is designed for installation
in boardrooms, council chambers,
courtrooms and more. It delivers
seamless integration with computer
based conferencing systems, audio
networking via USB, and the 1U rack
mount chassis can also be remote
controlled using built-in Ethernet and
RS232 ports.

The DM8000 provides a massive audio toolkit, empowering users
to create the ideal custom configuration for any application. With
free DSP Designer software containing a comprehensive library of
processing modules, the entire signal and processing structure can
be compiled on a PC and then run into the DM8000's robust DSP.
Multiple DM8000 devices can be linked, creating a network for
system-wide programming and control of a variety of input sources.
The network can accommodate multiple mic inputs, a live band or
stereo music source, as well as telephony – and send the resulting
mixes up to six destinations.
The DM8000 uses its 8 channels of wide band AEC to detect and
eliminate secondary room reflections from the signal path, so all
participants enjoy the highest quality sound – whether the content
is speech, music, or multimedia.

Easy to set up and use, DM8000's Auto
Mixer modules automatically adjust
and balance levels for up to 8 inputs
and combine them into any output.
The onboard Feedback Suppressor
behaves much like a highly-surgical
parametric equaliser, detecting and
removing feedback frequencies before
they can become an issue.
The DM8000
shipping.

is

now

www.klarkteknik.com
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2017首届成都国际音乐
2017首届成都国际音乐
(演
(演艺
艺)设
)设施
施设
设备
备博
博览
览会
会
展会时间:
展会时间:2017年9月22日—9月24日
2017年9月22日—9月24日
展会地点:
展会地点:成都世纪城新国际会展中心
成都世纪城新国际会展中心

共享创造价值
共享创造价值合作成就未来
合作成就未来

指导单位：
指导单位：

主办单位:
主办单位:

承办单位:
承办单位:

支持单位:
支持单位:

成都市文化广电新闻出版局
成都市文化广电新闻出版局
成都市音乐产业推进办公室
成都市音乐产业推进办公室

广东演艺设备行业商会
广东演艺设备行业商会

广州市高效展览有限公司
广州市高效展览有限公司

中国演艺设备技术协会
中国演艺设备技术协会
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AVIA™

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
By Crestron

The Crestron® Avia™ family of digital signal
processors leverages the highest quality components
and the expertise of veteran audio industry engineers
to deliver a revolutionary audio processing platform
that’s actually easy to integrate and configure. It
has all the features and performance top sound
system designers demand – complemented with an
intuitive graphical workspace conceived to inspire
exceptional results quickly.
Advantages of DSP-1281 with Dante™ :
Use simple, lightweight and economical IT networks
to transmit high quality media, only one cable like
fiber or CAT5e/6 can build a medium to large scale
of audio channels in places such as meeting room,
performance venue, lecture hall, house of worship,
court and etc.
．Dante networks enables plug and play integration
with other Dante-enabled switchers, mixers,
sources, amplifiers and computers.
．By Avia Audio Tool Software it’s easy to configure
and setup.
．Provides glitch-free redundancy by enabling a
secondary Dante network port, duplicating the audio
traffic on the primary network. This automatically
prevents audio loss or interruption in the event of
connectivity problem on the primary network.
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Application 1:
In Small/Medium Size Meeting Room/Boardroom/Conference Room

Application 2:
In Auditorium/Ballroom/Multi-function Room

www.crestron.com
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CYMATIC AUDIO ADDS
DANTE COMPATIBILITY TO
AUDIOLAN OPTION CARD
By Cymatic Audio

The uTrack24 multitrack recorder, player and
interface is the latest addition to Cymatic Audio

Feed up to 24
channels from the
audio network into
the uTrack24 when
in recording mode
or playback mode

Cymatic Audio is a new brand that creates task-specific audio interfaces designed
to facilitate life in a complex, hi-tech environment. The brand’s goal is to reduce
learning curves and to offer professionals the tools they need for guaranteed
success in getting their job done. Born from a team of seasoned industry veterans
who understand that less is often more, Cymatic Audio creates products that
deliver unparalleled ease of use, excellent quality, forward thinking compatibility
and connectivity all at affordable prices.
The Dante compatibility to the AudioLan option card for the uTrack24 multitrack
recorder, player and interface is the latest addition to Cymatic Audio. The AudioLan
option card presents audio networking solution for uTrack24, bypassing the
need for expensive infrastructure with proprietary routers and switchers. Natively
supporting RAVENNA as well as the new AES67 standard, the AudioLan card
enables the integration of uTrack24 seamlessly into RAVENNA environments as
well as any other AES67-compliant networks.
Cymatic Audio continues to enhance connectivity options with the imminent
release of a firmware update specifically targeting integration into AES67-compliant
Dante™ networks and the management of its AES67-streams directly in the Dante
connection manager.
Thanks to AudioLan, users can feed 24 channels from the audio network (be it
RAVENNA, Dante, QLAN, Axia, Livewire or any other AES67-compliant network)
into the uTrack24 when in recording mode or playback mode. All 24 tracks are
available at any network destination and all via a single, off-the-shelf RJ45 network
cable.
The new feature will be available as a free firmware update from the downloads
section of the Cymatic Audio website.
www.cymaticaudio.com
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NEW ZEALAND’S UPSCALE HOTEL
EXPERIENCES THOUGHTFUL
SOUND IN HARMAN TECHNOLOGY
JBL, Crown and dbx delivers premium sound quality and powerful
zone control for the upscale Novotel New Plymouth Hobson

The choice of a HARMAN Professional
Solutions integrated system, featuring JBL
loudspeakers, Crown amplifiers and dbx
signal processing, is proving to be the right
match for the stylish, 4.5-star Novotel New
Plymouth Hobson hotel in New Zealand’s
Taranaki region.
The hotel required an elegant audio system to
provide premium sound quality, coverage and
control of its many areas. Local integrator TSH
Audio & Video worked closely with Jands, the
New Zealand HARMAN Distributor, on the
audio design of the project.
TSH Audio & Video (formerly Taranaki Sound
Hire) has been installing innovative AV systems
and supplying technical hire services to the
Taranaki community for more than 40 years.
Established in 1988, Jands is a specialised
distributor of world-leading audio brands in
New Zealand.
The hotel’s distributed sound system is
controlled with a dbx by HARMAN ZonePRO
1261m digital zone processor. The ZonePRO
family of fixed architecture audio processors
offers a high-quality, cost-effective solution
for commercial audio applications. The
system is managed by several ZonePRO

Ethernet controllers throughout the venue.
An array of JBL loudspeakers was selected
for this installation, including the new JBL
Control 31 loudspeakers installed in the
conference room. Part of the JBL Control
Contractor Series, they feature extremely
smooth frequency response and extended
bandwidth for high quality sound.
JBL Control 24CT-M ceiling loudspeakers
with wide 150-degree coverage were installed
throughout the venue for background music,
including inside the gymnasium. In addition,
JBL Control 25T loudspeakers were installed
to provide music for the outdoor deck/dining
area.
The audio system at Novotel New Plymouth
Hobson is powered by Crown DCi 2|300 and
Crown DCi 4|300 multichannel amplifiers.
Crown DCi high-performance amplifiers are
designed, engineered and manufactured with
the highest quality standards and provide
system integrators with a versatile, compact
and highly energy-efficient amplifier.
TSH was involved in the construction of the
iconic New Plymouth project and worked with
Jands to specify a high-quality audio system.

1261m Digital Zone Processor

Features include 12 Inputs / 6 Outputs, 6 Balanced Mic/Line Inputs, 4 Unbalanced,
Mono-Summed RCA Input Pairs, Pre-Configured Architecture and optional ZC controllers
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NEW AUDIO CONTROL PANELS
WITH DMP 128 PLUS
AUDIO PROCESSORS

Easy configurable multiple ACP Series control panels

“

They are ideal
for presentation
and conferencing
applications in
boardrooms,
courtrooms, and
conference centres.

”

- Casey Hall, Vice President of
Sales and Marketing for Extron
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Extron Electronics introduces the ACP Series of configurable audio control
panels that interface directly with the DMP 128 Plus audio processors.
Four models in the series provide volume adjustments for mixing and
zone control, plus preset or macro recall for room configuration.
Multiple ACP Series control panels can be installed around a meeting
space and linked together. Each panel can be used for independent
control of a specific area or to adjust audio settings for the entire combined
space. The ACP Series is ideal for use in applications that require a
simple and cost-effective means to control basic audio functions. Used
with or without a control system, the ACP Series button panels are easy
to configure using Extron DSP Configurator Software.
"The ACP Series button panels make it easy to deploy basic volume
control and input selection for the DMP 128 Plus audio processor," says
Casey Hall, Vice President of Sales and Marketing for Extron. "They are
ideal for presentation and conferencing applications in boardrooms,
courtrooms, and conference centres."
Four models are available: The two-gang ACP 100 features six dualcoloured backlit buttons for easy operation in low-light environments
with a volume knob for smooth, precise volume adjustments. Three
additional models feature six customisable, backlit soft-touch buttons:
The one-gang ACP 106 D Decora wallplate, the one-gang ACP 106 MK
for MK boxes and enclosures used in the UK, Middle East, Singapore and
other regions using MK-type enclosures, and the one-gang ACP 106 EU
compatible with Flex55 modules, mounting kits, and enclosures, as well
as EU junction boxes.
www.extron.com
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THE NEW GARDEN STAR LED
LED and laser combined in one for effective indoor and outdoor illumination
Words by Laser world Group | Photos cour tesy of Laser world Group

Red and green laser light effects with rotating
laser dots combined with strong LEDs for indoor
and outdoor applications

The new Garden Star LED unveiled at the recent Prolight + Sound 2017

A new red and green multipoint laser effect with hundreds of rotating laser dots
has been released in combination with multicolour LEDs. The combination of
laser and LED adds effects plus ambient lighting to gardens or balconies, to
projections on trees, plants, walls, facades and can particularly be used to
highlight garden parties.
LED and laser harmonise very well: while lighting a large-area background in
luminous colours with four 3W LEDs, the laser output generates special effects
in red and green. Because of high LED power and a low distance loss of laser
output, objects can even be illuminated from farer distance.
The IP65 waterproof housing of the garden laser projectors allows placing
them outdoors or even next to ponds or pools. Because of the durable housing
the Garden Star LED is ready to use even in winter for example, Christmas,
on rainy days or at Halloween: The operating temperature range is specified
between -20°C to +40°C.
A remote control allows for changing colours of the LED and laser output
individually. It is also possible to set the speed of the effect and the timer
feature.
See more details on the website at www.laserworld.com.
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The LED colours and laser output can be changed
using the remote control
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IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY FOR
THE NEW RTI PIKO
LASER SYSTEM
Ray Technologies presents their new RTI Piko RGB 20 with
a high precision diode module as substitution for the OPSL
green laser source. This change in technology for the green
colour spectrum became possible due to new diode arrays
that have been developed by RTI’s R&D in Valley, next to
Munich, Germany.
The homogenous beam profile of the Piko RGB 20 even fits
small 4mm scanner mirrors, which results in high scanner
performance, as the inertia of the scanners is kept very low.
The CT-6210H scanners can do 60kpps @ 8° and still do
35kpps at their maximum scan angle of 80°. Besides the small
beam diameter, the RTI Piko RGB 20 maintains a very low
divergence of <1.0mrad, so the small beam diameter is not
negatively impacting the divergence at all.
The RTI Piko RGB 20 laser systems are especially designed
and tailored for high professional applications. The colour
balance of 5.8W/638nm, 6.2W/520nm, 6.0W/450nm and
4.0W/462nm provides excellent white balance at extremely
high power. Colour balance, scanner settings and various
safety features can easily be configured through a browser
interface, so it is no longer necessary to directly access the
laser system for making adjustments.

R TI Piko RGB 20

The full diode setup not only leads to a uniform laser source
technology in the RTI Piko RGB 20, but it also leads to price
reductions compared to systems with OPSL green.
www.laserworld.com
R TI Piko Series
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KVANT FOR
ALLIANZ EVENING
Lasers and other special effects were used to emphasise the Allianz Evening at Budapest

Kvant set the stage for Allianz Evening: Year Report and Celebration at Budapest

Kvant was contracted by Promea Communications production
group to deliver a high impact indoor laser display to be
performed live on the show day. In collaboration with The
pastels and LadyLicious dance groups and with live music
background, Kvant turned the evening event into something
unique.
For 20 years, Kvant has been making lasers for use
everywhere, from small clubs to huge shows, that could
perform to perfection. Some of the world’s leading companies
and biggest entertainers and brands have used Kvant lasers
in their shows, which made the brand claimed a spot of being
among one of the best in the industry.
At the Allianz Evening, 5 x Clubmax 3000, 5 x Clubmax 6000
and Atom 12 were used together with 16 laser bars to perform
pre-programmed show cues, which were triggered when
requested over the radio by the show director. Most of the
effects were atmospheric, along with some names of the most
successful employees displayed on the projection screen from
time to time.
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Clubmax 3000, Clubmax 6000, Atom 12 and 16 laser bars were
deployed to perform the pre-programmed show cues

The most challenging part of this project was unbelievably
short time available for the installation and rehearsals. Kvant
had to plan everything to the slightest detail and the following
day, but they nailed it all down with 100 percent success and
put a smile on everyone’s face.

VISUAL . technologies

KVANT JOINED FORCES
WITH PANGOLIN
This year, Kvant collaborated with
Pangolin for the first time at the Prolight
+ Sound Guangzhou to display three
units of Clubmax 3000 used for the
laser graphic display done by Pangolin.
Visitors could try out the new AKAI
controller and control the laser beams,
colours and effects just with MIDI
keyboard.
Right
Building the booth in Guangzhou had to be
super quick! They had only one and half days
to prepare the booth for the show and that
included the booth construction, rigging,
cabling, testing and setting up the show.
During the last day of PLS the construction
team was already building the second booth
at GETShow.
Below
There were 16 lasers in the booth altogether.
12 of them were used for the beam show and
included 6 x Clubmax 6000, 2 x Atom 12, 2 x
Spectrum 25 and 2 x Spectrum 30. Another
3 units of Clubmax 3000 were used by
Pangolin and one Atom 12 was used for the
beam projection across the exhibition hall.
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The tarm DOT
can create the
‘Microstar’ effect,
which simulates a
starry sky

STARRY SKY EFFECT
Tarm DOT features a white light RGB show laser system capable of producing micro
star effect. Whether for professional use or touring, the effects being optically
generated make them also particularly suitable for TV productions.
Tarm DOT is a DMX multi effect projector with a great white
balance and unique glass effects. It is a pure diode solution
with analogue colour modulation and a guaranteed output
power of 3,900 mW. Amongst others, the tarm DOT can
create the ‘Microstar’ effect, which simulates a starry sky, just
like it was a real one: In white light or in many different colour
shades.
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Besides the Microstar effect, there are other optical effects
built in that can be triggered similarly to an optical bench. The
control of the tarm DOT is through DMX, so no laser software
is required. This allows for easy integration to existing setups,
especially also on large stages and at large scale productions.
The tarm DOT is equipped with optical or glass effects, which

VISUAL . technologies

means that the projections are flicker free, as no moving parts,
like scanners, are used for creating the display. These effects
are built-in: Microstar (starry sky effect), Grid narrow (50°
angle diffraction, suitable for long distance projection), Solid
Line (120° deflection), Line Effect (dotted line, 90°).
Due to the analogue colour modulation, it is possible to get up
to 160,000 colour shades, including white. Furthermore, Tarm
DOT is equipped with a red (1,200 mW / 638 nm), a green
(1,000 mW / 520 nm), and a blue (2,200 mW / 450 nm) diode
laser source.
A four-level zoom lens allows for zooming the laser projection
and thus adapt it to the requirements of the venue.
The laser systems have a compact housing, thus they’re easily
integrated into existing lighting setups and existing room
concepts. Due to the durable mounting bracket, the Tarm DOT
systems can be mounted in standing and hanging position,
thus it is possible to hang the units from a truss or mount them
on top of a stand.

Other optical effects
built in can be
triggered similarly to
an optical bench

The tarm DOT is also available as moving head: In combination
with the RTI Velox, the tarm DOT can be exactly positioned
with infinite pan and tilt angle.
See more details on the website at www.laserworld.com.
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PHILIPS LIGHTING
ILLUMINATES BRUNO MARS'
24K MAGIC WORLD TOUR
VL6000 Beam and VL4000 BeamWash entertainment fixtures are adding to the bold,
bright and Instagram-worthy aesthetic of the Uptown Funk singer's current world tour
Photos cour tesy of The Fif th Estate Ltd

The VL6000 Beam and VL4000 BeamWash fixtures from
Philips’ Vari-Lite rock and roll lighting product line have been
selected by production designer LeRoy Bennett and lighting
designer Cory FitzGerald to add unparalleled punch to Bruno
Mars' recent 24K Magic world tour.
The Vari-Lite VL6000 Beam was chosen for “it's a very raw
Philips Platinum lamp, which delivers this really cool, large
column of light,” commented Bennett. “It's a texture that
doesn't exist anywhere else, which makes the fixture really
special.

Vari-Lite VL6000 Beam exudes a big, retro-style aperture
that fits in with the '90s era feel of the show. “Like a lot of
young artists now, it's important to Bruno how the show is
conveyed on social media," added Bennett.
Bennett and FitzGerald have captured the essence of the
'90s era and added a contemporary twist by mixing the
classic rock and roll look of Par Cans with the beam work and
vibrant color palette of high-power moving lights. Forty-eight
Vari-Lite VL6000 Beams were rigged on vertical truss facing
out, while 53 Vari-Lite VL4000 BeamWash fixtures provided

Bruno Mars' massive
85-date world tour
kicked off in Antwerp,
Belgium in March
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53 Vari-Lite VL4000
BeamWash fixtures
provided backlight,
sidelight and a myriad
of bright, bold effects

backlight, sidelight and a myriad of bright, bold effects. The
lighting package was supplied by leading international rental
operation VER.
"The Philips Vari-Lite VL4000 BeamWash is one of my
favourite lights of all time," said FitzGerald. "It does everything
you need it to do; it's fast, it's bright, it can create all kinds
of textures and so it's the perfect workhorse for a production
like this that's 70 percent lighting."
"The Vari-Lite VL6000 Beam and Vari-Lite VL4000 BeamWash
are so fast they're seamless in their delivery of each effect,
giving us real flexibility. We've been able to do a lot of stuff
for this tour that we've waited two years to do."
Colin Kavanagh, General Manager of Philips Entertainment
Lighting said: "We are seeing increasing demand for
entertainment lighting fixtures that offer lighting designers
complete versatility combined with unique and stunning
effects. The combination of the VL6000 Beam and VL4000
BeamWash fixtures is a result of years of development to
meet these needs."
Bruno Mars' massive 85-date world tour kicked off in
Antwerp, Belgium in March. Following the stint in Europe,
the North American leg of the tour will commence on July 15
at Las Vegas' T-Mobile arena and culminate in a show at Los
Angeles' The Forum on November 11.
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V iewers of the
Eurovision Song
Contest can look
forward to a unique
combination of
spectacular lighting
effects, music and
emotions

OSRAM LIGHTS UP FOR THE
EUROVISION SONG CONTEST
For the third time in a row, the Munich-based high-tech lighting specialist provides a
unique combination of spectacular lighting effects, music and emotions
Photo cour tesy of R alph Larmann
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Osram has been giving full support to the mega show business event in 2015
(Vienna) and in 2016 (Stockholm). This year, the brand will do the same in
Kyiv (resp. Kiev). Recognised for its state-of-the-art digital lighting technology,
Osram will continue being the official lighting partner for the Eurovision Song
Contest (ESC).
“The past few years have been an impressive example of how lighting design
can play an essential role in showcasing the songs. Effective illumination is
crucial for the impact of the songs. That’s why we’re very happy to be the
partner for the ESC once again,” says Hans-Joachim Schwabe, CEO Specialty
Lighting at Osram.
The capital of the Ukraine is staging the competition for the second time,
having done so back in 2005. This year’s ESC slogan will be “Celebrate
Diversity” and will run through all aspects of the event. It builds on last year’s
slogan of “Come Together” and focuses on diversity as an essential part of the
Eurovision set of values.
Organisers consider it important once again this year to highlight the things all
the participating countries have in common, and at the same time celebrate
their special differences with fantastic music. The aim is to turn the show into
a unique combination of culture, technology and creativity.
True to the slogan of “Staging Emotion”, Osram will help create a spectacular
stage for the participants from 43 countries during the semi-finals and the
final. Hosting the show will be the Ukrainian trio of Timur Miroshnychenko,
Volodymyr Ostapchuk and Oleksandr Skichko.
With more than 200 million viewers, the Eurovision Song Contest is the world's
largest TV entertainment event. The audience, whether live or watching on
TV, can once again look forward to another show with advanced technology
and emotive lighting effects – a unique celebration full of colours, shapes and
dimensions.
For many years the Eurovision Song Contest has been illuminated with
innovative products from Claypaky. Osram’s renowned entertainment brand
has made a major contribution to the success of the show in previous years.
The highlight of the extraordinary lighting display will be more than 150
Claypaky Scenius Unico moving heads with a particularly large variety of
effects. At the heart of the display is a special development from Osram – a
1,400 W discharge lamp with a colour temperature of 6,500 K. Among lighting
designers the Eurovision Song Contest is regarded as the Holy Grail.
“I really love to work with Scenius Unico because it allows me to create
magnificent effects with matchless quality of light and gives me different
lighting design opportunities such as spot, beam, wash and profile – all with
one product”, says German lighting designer Jerry Appelt who received the
honourable task this year to stage the lighting shows for all songs.
Besides the official Eurovision Song Contest voting Osram will provide a
light voting of a different kind for the audience at home. While the artists
perform their songs in the semi-finals and in the big final, fans can vote for
their favourites using an interactive application for the first time from within the
official Eurovision Song Contest app.
Each number of points from one to 12 stands for a particular colour. Depending
on how many points a song gets in the Osram vote, the Kyiv City Administration
Building and the Taras-Shevchenko Opera House in Kyiv will be illuminated in
the relevant colour.
The results will be immediately visible in the city and via webcams throughout
the world. The Osram LEDambient CONNECT family adds colour to your car.
The products can be controlled from an app via Bluetooth, lighting up vehicles
in different colours – and even to the beat of the music playing in the car.
www.osram.com
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NAKED TRUTH
Photos cour tesy of AC T LIGHTING DESIGN
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The recent performance by ACTLD
(ACT Lighting Design) using LED
fixtures from SGM, encompassing a
total immersion of light, sound and mist
took centre stage at Bright Brussels
Festival. The innovative light show was
a pure spectacle for locals and visitors
alike.
Mounted on a specially constructed
trussing, forming a symmetrical matrix
(35mx35m), 64 G-Spot moving heads
played the leading role, strongly
supported by Q-7 RGBW and Q-7 W
flood/blind/strobes as well as P-5 and
P-2 wash lights.
Koert Vermeulen, Principal Designer
at ACTLD chose to explore the urban
space of their hometown and offered a
brand-new experience to the public in a
highly unusual location; a 70 x 80-metre
construction site.
“Minimalism, geometry and reflection
are some of the words that can
describe this installation, playing with
the industrial character of the site,” Luc
De Climmer, Senior Lighting Designer &
Console Operator explained. “A crucial
detail in the installation was interaction
with the water that flooded the entire
construction site to get reflection
effects from the light. The heavy loads
of Belgium rain certainly made its
contribution to ensure this request was
met.”
This outdoor ephemeral installation was
placed directly on the wet and muddy
ground, which reduced the possibility
to hide the equipment and cabling
system. That demanded very ingenious

techniques to ensure the power supply, a quick installation and the functioning of
the installation in these exceptional settings.
Being IP65-rated and easy to install and operate, the SGM lighting fixtures were
the optimum choice. They were on home turf in this environment and could simply
be hosed down afterwards.
“We of course needed durable fixtures for these tricky outdoor settings. So the
fact that SGM’s fixtures are IP65-rated and stable in almost any conditions, was of
course important to us. However, we considered the output and colour rendering
at least equally important,” Luc De Climmer elaborated.
To create an aerial ballet mirrored in the water, the light display (consisting of
beams, strobes, and backlight/uplight) of the setting and the special effects
(consisting of water mist, smoke and haze machines by Magic Mist and FX3)
were all programmed by MA console on timecode with the original soundtrack
composed by Musicom.
www.sgmlight.com
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A MYRIAD OF CREATIVE
DISPLAY POSSIBILITIES
South Korea’s Incheon International Airport and businesses in Singapore Changi
Airport have had LG’s digital displays installed to redesign its passenger experience.

LG Electronics (LG) launched its Asia Business Innovation
Centre in March, which showcased a comprehensive range
of digital signage solutions with digital displays permeating
every sector from airport to hospitality, to retail, to
transportation, to government, and more. The centre aims
to help businesses understand how they can use innovative
technologies to transform their information delivery strategies
and supercharge their customer engagement.
OLED Displays: The Future of Digital Signage is Here
The OLED’s self-lighting pixels switch off completely to
reproduce absolute blacks with no light bleed, thus offering
infinite contrast. They promise accurate colour reproduction
to offer vivid display. With just two layers and no backlight,
OLED displays are incredibly lightweight and thin. Their wideviewing angles also deliver an awe-inspiring picture quality
across the entire screen.

OLED Creative Installation
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South Korea’s Incheon
Inter national Airport installs
LG’s OLED displays to
feature a variety of content

South Korea’s Incheon International
Airport has installed LG’s OLED
displays to redesign passengers’
experience. Its main terminal is adorned
with massive structure walls. Each of
the two displays composes of 140 55inch curved OLED panels, resulting
in displays that stand at 13 metres in
length and 8 metres in width. The two
curved displays feature a variety of
content. And because every pixel in an
OLED display emits its own light, there
is no need for heavy LED backlighting,
making the airport displays incredibly
light and flexible that it allows them
to hang from the ceiling with minimal
support.
Tourist destination N Seoul Tower
has also utilised LG’s digital signage
solutions. The entrance is a curved
OLED tunnel, on which images of
Seoul are projected. Visitors then move
on to the 14-metre OLED panorama,
which
showcases
the
exquisite
Gyeongbokgung Palace in different
seasons. Another OLED display in N
Seoul Tower is the OLED Wave that is
set on the ceiling, it comprises of 120
curved OLED panels, achieving picture
quality that is 30 times better than UHD
TV. Visitors also get to view artist Kathy
Klein’s Danmala series via the OLED

Circle, which promises real blacks, lifelike colours and uncompromised image
clarity that does justice to the artist’s
beautiful mandala-inspired motifs.
LCD Video Walls Push the Boundaries
of Interactive Engagement
LG’s 55-inch LCD screens with the
world’s narrowest even bezel will also
be on display at the LG Asia Business
Innovation Centre. The solutions have a
narrow bezel, which enables the overall
video wall image to resemble a single,
complete display.
The Social Tree at Changi Airport is
one example of how LG’s LCD video
walls can bring the fun to everyday
customers. Towering at 8.7-metreshigh, 11.1-metre-wide larger-than-life
installation sits at the heart of Terminal
One at the Central Piazza. Symbolising
the global connections offered by
the airport, the hi-tech installation
composes of 64 47-inch digital displays
in the form of a cylindrical video wall and
eight kiosks where travellers can post
images and also share photographs
and videos via Facebook and email.
The design furthermore incorporates
100 bars that stretch up and flex
outwards, a tribute to Changi Airport’s
international reach.
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LG’s Ultra Stretch Digital Signage Enhances Return of Investment
Another brand that has managed to elevate the customer experience is
Lagardère’s The Fashion Gallery, Changi Airport. At the entrance of the
gallery sit expansive and unique displays that command the attention
of passersby: LG’s 86-inch Ultra Stretch digital solution (86BH5C). This
ultra-wide 58:9 bar-type widescreen signage delivers an immersive UHD
viewing experience in an extraordinary 3,840 x 600 format. Thanks to
its Picture-by-Picture feature, it can divide a screen into four parts,
displaying up to four separate types of video content simultaneously.
The solution utilises LG Ultra Stretch Content Manager software for fast
and convenient customisation of images and video content. With this
software, updating advertising messages and content is no longer a
hassle, a feature that is especially convenient in a fast-paced industry
such as fashion.
Other than the Ultra Stretch, LG has in its arsenal digital retail signage
solutions that can enliven the customer experience while improving return
on investment. They boast the ability to screen high-definition content
such as dynamic Point of Purchase advertising, branding videos, and
interactive graphic interfaces. This instantly grabs customers’ attention
to increase footfall, achieve impact, strengthen customer loyalty with
consistent branding messages and push conversion rates with engaging
product information and expanded assortment offerings.
Ultra HD, Ultra Impressive
Other industry-leading LCD digital signage technologies will also be
featured at LG Asia Business Innovation Centre. Think big with the
98LS95A, an UHD Premium Large Display that is an alternative to the
traditional 2x2 video wall. It shares the same salient features as other
models, such as 86UH5C, 75UH5C, 65UH5C and 55UH5C. Expect
flawless content delivery on a large screen as well as nifty features such
as Picture-by-Picture or Picture-in-Picture which offers four divided split
screens in landscape or portrait formats.

LG’s Ultra Stretch
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Unique LED Transparent Film: A First in
the Market
Another unique technology at the centre
incorporates LED diodes in a transparent
film that can be installed over windows to
expand installation options. Converting
ordinary glass into stunning digital
signage, this LED film can offer eyecatching digital content and information
while interacting seamlessly with the
surrounding environment.
Turn Visitors into Customers
Effective advertising messages deserve
a platform where they can shine, and
LG's standard signage is that platform.
The signage solutions' high-performance
System-on-Chips can execute several tasks
at the same time and guarantee smooth
content playback. They boast Picture-byPicture and Picture-in-Picture features so
brand owners can decide the best layouts
for their advertisements. The webOS
platform also makes content creation a
cinch while LG's software development
kit makes content development and
management easy. Best of all, the content
can be created, distributed and controlled
without a need for a dedicated computer
or server, so there is no need to hire a tech
personnel just to maintain it.
Reach an Even Larger Audience with
Outdoor Displays
Only the most durable installations
are suited to brave the outdoors. LG’s
outdoor display solutions, from Open
Frame Displays to Window Facing and
Enclosure solutions, check the criteria of
superb performance, 24/7 reliability and
stunning visual image quality. Buoyed by
their anti-reflection coating, the solutions
will encounter less interference between
reflected external light and back light. The
conformal coating also enhances circuit
board reliability by safeguarding it against
dust, iron shavings, humidity and weather
conditions.
LG's Open Frame Displays can be
deployed in airports as billboards to
pique the interest of incoming tourists.
Features such as smart brightness control
help to save power whenever necessary,
and real-time remote monitoring allows
businesses to rectify any error quickly
without losing engagement. LG’s Window
Facing solutions are also a perfect choice
for in-window environments. Its noise level
is under 25dB, making it even quieter than
a recording studio. It is able to operate
even in high temperatures, and also
offers excellent energy-efficiency and cost
savings.
www.LG.com

LG’s V ideo Wall
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GO ON A MEGA
ADVENTURE

with

community

The newly installed Community loudspeaker
system will manage and deliver the audio and
sound at the venue in Adelaide, Australia.
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Community
R Series
loudspeakers
installed for
Mega Adventure
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Located in Adelaide, South Australia, the Mega Adventure
Aerial Park is the first of its kind in the world, incorporating
activities such as Sky Challenge, Sky Walk and Mega
Bounce. Designed and built by Mega Adventure’s sister
company, Touch Cloud Global, the adventure park was
incorporated in 2005. Today, Mega Adventure is a privately
held company led by Alex Blyth, the group’s Managing
Director and Founder.
Since its establishment, Mega Adventure has enjoyed
a successful reputation of those who had taken up
the ultimate challenge. To-date, Mega Adventure has
successfully provided adventure experiences to about
500,000 people each year and the visitors’ count goes
on. With operations in Singapore and Australia, Mega
Adventure aims to become a global leader in bringing
unique experiences to urban communities.
The activities bring a bolt of adrenaline rush to those who
love fun and ultimate challenges. Imagine what would it be
like to play tennis in the sky, rowing a boat in mid-air or
even do a ParaJump all in the safety of the venue’s worldclass harness? Whatever level of fun you are up to at Mega
Adventure, catch the uninterrupted and breath-taking
views across the Adelaide Hills and Western shoreline.
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Following the successful provision of sound systems
for its other adventure parks, Mega Adventure again
commissioned the services of John Horder of Horder
Communication Solutions to provide a loudspeaker
system, and ensure the place will continue to be a venue
of attraction for the adventurous groups for many more
years to come.
The brief of the audio system design was to encompass
high quality, cost-effective sound solution for the aerial
adventure park. Requiring a system to cover the 25m high
open structure with maximum control of overspill, Horder
approached Hills Audio Visual to assist with a design using
Community R Series loudspeakers.
The specified system must provide quality music and speech
uniformly throughout all levels of the structure, with no spill
to the north and south where a residential holiday park and
a leisure resort are situated, and limited spill towards the
golf course to the east. Only the western border had no
restrictions as this faced sand hills and the ocean.

COVER STORY

Community
covers the
25m high open
structure with
maximum
control of
overspill
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Blake Kirby of Hills Audio Visual explained the system
design, “We decided to use Community R Series R.353896 loudspeakers for a number of reasons. They offered
superb frequency response and SPL specifications, with
a well-controlled dispersion pattern. Additionally, their allweather capability was suited to the marine environment
and their physical footprint suited flying from the structure
- they looked great and the colour was perfect. Their
excellent value for money and being able to achieve perfect
coverage from a small number of loudspeakers combined
to meet the budget.”
Mr Kirby continued, “We chose to fly two loudspeakers
pointing down and to the west where dispersion was not
an issue and one speaker down and to the east to fill the
pattern, but still reduce spill to the east. Each was driven
by separate 200W Class D amplifiers as a single zone. The
result in controlled coverage and sound quality was simply
awesome!”
“The control of the spill exceeded expectations and the
sound throughout the structure is uniform, meeting the
specified high quality. Very limited EQ was required, with
just a small lift at 300Hz and 10K for subjective preference.
SPL from the top level is so uniform as to be indiscernible
by participants,” concludes Mr Kirby.
Mega Adventure Adelaide GM, Stephen Grundy,
commented, “Now my structure has all the senses covered.
It really makes it feel inclusive, especially when there are
not a lot of people on the structure.” Mr Grundy was
also very pleased with the progression from the existing
speakers on the harnessing deck while walking towards
the structure. “It’s seamless,” he reported.
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Features of
R Series:
The frequency
response
and SPL
specifications
with a wellcontrolled
dispersion
patter n
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For Lady Gaga,
Mythos with
colours, gobos
and zooms were
used in all of
its features in
12-minutes.

CLAYPAKY MYTHOS AND SHARPY
FIXTURES LIGHT UP LADY GAGA’S
SUPER BOWL LI HALFTIME SHOW
Words by Claypaky | Photos cour tesy of Dave Levisohn

Lighting designer Bob Barnhart, who has lent his talents to
19 Super Bowl Halftime Shows, chose Claypaky Mythos and
Sharpy fixtures to help illuminate Lady Gaga in her solo at
Super Bowl LI at Houston’s NRG Stadium.
Lady Gaga began the Halftime Show with a tribute to America
singing “God Bless America” and “This Land is Your Land” on
the roof of the stadium. She performed some dizzying flying
effects, crooned a medley of her hits, led high-energy dance
routines and closed with a rendition of “Bad Romance” in an
action-packed, 12-minute show.
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Barnhart first used Claypaky Mythos fixtures on a Super Bowl
Halftime Show two years ago with Katy Perry. This year he
employed 56 Mythos on field truss set against the upstage
wall below the first row of seats. The lights were positioned
on 2.5-foot spacing from the centre of the field out to the
20-yard lines.
“I’ve used Mythos many times since Super Bowl XLIX,
including two VMA shows,” says Barnhart. “They’re a useful
tool beyond being a great light; their ability to zoom in and
out gives me a lot to work with.
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Claypaky
Mythos and
Sharpy fixtures
illuminated Lady
Gaga’s solo
performance at
Super Bowl LI

Mythos
projected a
strong dynamic
effect and kept
up with the
quick tempo of
the music

The Mythos fixtures were clearly visible in broadcast coverage
of the Halftime Show. They appeared in the background in
close-ups of Lady Gaga and the dances routines. “Mythos
gave a good strong dynamic and was fast enough to keep up
with the tempo of the music,” Barnhart reports.
He also used 126 Claypaky Sharpys, which were bolted to
the fascia on two levels of the upstage side of the stadium
from end zone to end zone. “They gave width and dimension
to wide shots so you saw the entire stage and most of the
stadium,” says Barnhart. “They cut through atmosphere and
gave the scale and dynamics we’ve come to expect from
Sharpys.”
In addition, the compact size of the Sharpys meant they
could be bolted to the fascia without interfering with the view
of people seated above and below the light levels.
PRG provided all of the Claypaky fixtures.
“As always, A.C.T was very supportive of the Halftime Show,”
notes Barnhart. “A.C.T regularly checks in with us as the
show develops in the months leading up to the Super Bowl.”
For the Super Bowl Halftime Show Pete Radice and David
Grill were lighting directors, Tony Ward gaffer and Robb
Minnotte lead tech.
A.C.T Lighting is the exclusive North American distributor for
Claypaky.
Francesco Romagnoli, Claypaky Area Manager for North and
Latin America, added, “We’re so proud that Mr Barnhart has
chosen our fixtures year after year for one of the highestprofile television events. This year’s show looked amazing
as always!”
www.claypaky.it
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MEYER SOUND LEO FAMILY
BOOSTS ED SHEERAN'S
SOLO GLOBAL CONQUEST
Words by Meyer S ound
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Ed Sheeran goes on a
108-show ÷ (“Divide”) Tour
and is ably supported by
an offstage crew headed
by production manager and
FOH engineer Chris Marsh
Photo cour tesy of
R alph Larmann
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The ÷ Tour launched in Turin, Italy on
March 16 and, after winding across Europe
(34 shows), Latin America (14) and North
America (60), finally wraps up – barring
extensions – in Nashville on October 7.

With his effervescent hit “Shape of You” topping the charts
across dozens of countries, Ed Sheeran continues to singlehandedly conquer the world of pop music. Now in the midst
of a three-continent, 108-show ÷ (“Divide”) Tour, Sheeran
takes to a stage unaccompanied by bands, backup singers,
dancers or orchestras. Supported only by his acoustic
guitar and a custom loop pedal, Sheeran relies solely on his
infectious music and an innocently electrifying persona to
sell out cavernous A-level arenas months in advance.
Though working solo onstage, Sheeran is ably supported by
an offstage crew headed by production manager and FOH
engineer Chris Marsh, who has held both posts since the
earliest arena-touring days. Also on board, at Marsh’s behest
and for the fifth consecutive year, is a Meyer Sound LEO
Family linear reinforcement system supplied by UK-based
Major Tom, Ltd.
“Ed pretty much entrusted production to me since the
beginning of our relationship,” says Marsh, “and one thing
that we’ve proven over the past four years is that the Meyer
Sound LEO Family is the way forward.”
As FOH engineer, Marsh depends on the system’s long throw
and uniform response. “Consistency is absolutely key with
Ed, and with the Meyer system I am entirely confident it will
sound the same everywhere. For example, in Barcelona,
where it was a 105-metre throw to the back seats, it sounded
the same there as at front-of-house.”
Wearing his production manager hat, Marsh also appreciates
how LEO Family’s rigging accommodates the tour’s uptempo schedule: “My guys load in the PA and it’s up and out
of the way inside an hour, and it’s loaded and on its way in
forty minutes.”
In most respects the main Meyer Sound system is similar to
past tours, with a couple exceptions to deal with managing
bass frequencies.
“As production manager, I was able to specify a stage only 40feet wide,” he says. “That’s plenty of room for Ed, but it gave
us space to place end fire arrays with three by three stacks
of 1100-LFC [low-frequency control elements] at either end.
With Ed, I need frequencies around 50 Hz to be really punchy
and uniform everywhere, and this design works extremely
well with the 1100-LFC. They are fast and responsive where

Production Manager/FOH
Chris Marsh at the console

some other subs can get slow and ‘phasey’ in that region.”
Another departure for this tour is running the main arrays full
range, rather than splitting bass off into a separate aux send.
“I’ve discovered that letting the LEO boxes go all the way
down really assists in delivering a tighter low end consistently
around the auditorium.”
The tour’s typical configuration comprises twin front line arrays
of 14 LEO loudspeakers flown over four LYON loudspeakers,
with extended wide-angle coverage provided by – per side
– 16 MILO line array loudspeakers and eight LEOPARD
compact linear line array loudspeakers. Twelve flown 1100LFC low-frequency control elements supplement the 18 in
the end-fire floor arrays, and eight UPA-1P loudspeakers
supply front fill. The rig is optimised before each show by
Major Tom System Engineer Charlie Albin, another veteran of
multiple Sheeran tours.
Foldback on stage is via MJF-212A stage monitors augmented
by two 900-LFC low-frequency control units, while at FOH
Marsh listens in the nearfield with a pair of Amie monitors.
Although the relatively new LEOPARD arrays play a
secondary role in the current arena tour, Marsh has found
them a welcome addition. “I’m blown away by what comes
out of such a little box,” he remarks. “Last year we did private
charity shows with Ed in smaller, conference hall venues
using LEOPARD as the mains in ground-stacks. They were
phenomenal, and perfectly matched to the 900-LFC.”
At FOH, Marsh mixes behind a DiGiCo SD7 console
supplemented by an Avalon VT-737 input channel for vocal
plus a pair of Bricasti M7 reverb units, one each for vocal and
guitar. Ed’s primary vocal mic is a Sennheiser 9000 Series
with a 9235-condenser capsule, while a secondary 9000
mics – expressly for vocal loop-building – is equipped with a
945-dynamic capsule.
Working with Sheeran has been a dizzying ascent for Marsh,
a situation he finds gratifying if somewhat perplexing. “I’m
still impressed every day that we’re selling out these huge
venues,” he says, “but we don’t take it for granted. We are
trying our best to give audiences the same exciting and
intimate-feeling experience as when Ed was still out trying
to prove himself. We have that same energy, though now it’s
not trying to impress people but rather demonstrate that they
were right to be impressed in the first place.”
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FIX8GROUP FLIES HIGH AT
TURKMENISTAN BRAND NEW
AIRPORT LAUNCH
Words by The Fif th Estate Ltd

Visual production expert FIX8Group successfully managed
and delivered a complex projection and content management
project for an event staged by Turkish construction group
Polimeks for the Government of Turkmenistan to launch the
country's brand new, state of the art international airport in
late 2016.
FIX8Group sent in one of its top projection mapping teams
for the unusual ten-day project, which culminated in a mixed
media spectacular that centred around Turkmenistan culture
and history. Held on September 17, 2016 at Ashgabat

Stadium, the event was attended by more than 20,000
people.
Leading the team was FIX8Group's media server engineer
Nick Charalampidis who was accompanied by projects
director/projectionist guru Paul Williams and media
programmer Fraser Walker. Working closely with technical
director Sedat Gunduz and creative director Candas Sisman,
FIX8 liaised with Turkey-based rental company Phantom
Event Engineering and creative content creators NOHlab and
Illusionist.

The projection
mapping contents
covered the
whole stadium
floor evenly
Photo cour tesy of
FIX8Group
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The ten-day project culminated
in a mixed media spectacular
that centred around Turkmenistan
culture and history
Photo cour tesy of S edat Gunduz

FIX8group ensured the seamless
delivery of many of the graphical
elements of the show
Photo cour tesy of S edat Gunduz

managed across 16 servers. As ever
Nick managed to make sure every piece
of content was encoded and ready for
the ten-strong content design team to
view on the system."
To ensure high impact visuals FIX8
worked with forty 20,000 lumen
Panasonic
PT-DZ21k
projectors,
supplied by VER and Phantom Event
Engineering, and these were arranged
in 10 stacks of four. Williams and Walker
worked from dusk 'til dawn over seven
sessions to align and warp each output.

FIX8Group's responsibilities were to line up and blend the 40 high output stacked
projectors in order to evenly cover the whole stadium floor, manage the content
and media programming, and ensure the seamless delivery of the many graphical
elements of the show.
Prior to the team's arrival at Ashgabat Stadium, Gunduz organised for the entire
104x70m projection area to be mapped out into a 2x2m grid, which was then
marked out with small studs hammered into the floor. This helped the FIX8 team to
pinpoint where each projection plate would start, end and blend.
"FIX8Group is my company of choice for these large scale projection projects,"
says Gunduz. "I knew this would be a challenging project. Nick Charalampidis was
kept extremely busy as the video and music content was constantly being updated
throughout the production process. In total nearly 735GB of content had to be

At the control end of the system
Charalampidis selected eight Hippotizer
V3 HD i7 Media Servers to encode the
huge variety of content: "I chose the
rock solid workhorse Hippotizer V3 HD
i7. We air freighted eight of our own units
in a system that FIX8Group designed
and built to handle 16 machines in
total. Phantom then supplied eight back
up machines, which I patched in on
site. The whole system was controlled
from a MA Lighting Grand MA2 Light
console. We have invested a lot of time
designing our own console profiles
(GUI interfaces) and layouts in order to
cover all possible requirements across
both lighting and video enabling us to
speedily adjust a lot of parameters at
once. This came in very handy on this
particular project."
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7 th Heaven the band
played a week of
shows in the ship’s
Royal Theatre,
from the main
entertainment space
to the Aqua Theatre

HARMONY OF THE SEAS
7th Heaven Plays beneath Elation Rig on “Chicago Music Cruise”
Words by Elation Professional | Photos cour tesy of JPM Photography

Chicago-based rock band 7 th Heaven has been an
entertainment staple in the American Midwest for 30 years.
Despite its location in the U.S. heartland, the band does an
annual cruise called the “Chicago Music Cruise” and this year
played a week of shows on the largest cruise ship in the
world, Harmony of the Seas, a Royal Caribbean smartship
outfitted with energy-efficient Elation LED lighting.
7 th Heaven has been sailing with Royal Caribbean for years
but this was the first year they were hired as a feature act.
On a Harmony of the Seas cruise that sailed the Caribbean
from January 7 to 13, the band played shows in the ship’s
Royal Theatre, the ship’s main entertainment space, as well
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as a final show in the Aqua Theatre.
The ship’s main entertainment and relaxation areas all house
Elation LED lighting. The Royal Theatre’s house lighting rig
comprises 32 Platinum Wash ZFX Pro™, 40 Satura Spot LED
Pro™, 22 Platinum Beam Extreme 5R™, 6 Platinum Spot™,
8 Platinum Wash ZFX Pro XL™ and 19 ELED QA Strip™
fixtures. Although Band lighting designer Zach Scott was
familiar with many of the Elation lighting fixtures, there were
a few in the rig he hadn’t yet had the opportunity to use.
“This was the first time I got to use the Satura’s and ZFX
Pros,” he said. “I was super excited when programming with
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these fixtures because even though 7th Heaven is a rock
band, we had to keep it tasteful to attract a large age group
ranging from kids to senior citizens. These fixtures were a
great choice for that.”
Most of what Zach used in the Royal Theatre was hung on
the upstage and midstage truss but he also had beams in
the corridors on stage left and right. He programmed and
operated the shows using a provided Hog 4 with a wing.
Harmony of the Seas first sailed in 2016 and is an
environmentally friendly ‘smartship’ in which energy savings
and energy efficiency take priority. Elation LED lighting
systems can be found across the ship including in the Royal
Theatre, Studio B ice rink, Royal Promenade, AquaTheatre,
Boardwalk, FlowRider surf area, Solarium and pool area, as
well as a host of onboard clubs, bars and lounges.
www.elationlighting.eu

About Elation Professional
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading
lighting and visual solutions providers and is
the global brand of Elation Lighting. Founded
in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles,
with European sales, distribution and support
based in The Netherlands, Elation designs
and manufactures a comprehensive range of
innovative yet affordable lighting and video
products that are distributed through a global
network of dealers and distributors. Elation
lighting have been deployed at a concert, special
event, TV, theater, late night venue, House of
Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition,
architectural space or elsewhere.

The main
entertainment and
relaxation areas
on Harmony of
the Seas features
Elation LED lighting
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THE NEW LIGHTS AT
NIAGARA FALLS
Photos cour tesy of Light Monkey Photography

Two Philips NEO
consoles control
1,400 third-party
colour LED luminaires
which illuminate the
cascading water
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The new stunning colour illumination of the landmark 167
feet (50.9 m) high Niagara Falls, the world's most famous
waterfalls located on the border of both U.S. and Canada is
managed by a theatrical control system from Philips Lighting.
Two Philips Strand Lighting NEO consoles, used widely in
theatrical lighting, control 1,400 third-party colour LED
luminaires for the 'Niagara Falls Illumination Enhancement
Project.' The luminaires, grouped in 350 controllable zones,
enable lighting effects, such as sunrise, sunset and the Aurora
Borealis, to be played on the 600,000 US gallons (271,247
litres) of water cascading over the falls every second.
The goal of the Niagara Falls Illumination Board is to enhance
the visitor experience and gain energy efficiencies and
longevity from the LED lighting. The $4 million upgrade of
the previous Xenon lighting system will provide a 60 percent
energy saving and the crisp, clear illumination will be up
to 4-14 times brighter than the original system depending
on which of the 18,000 available colours are projected.
A consortium of companies implemented the project:
ECCO Electric Ltd, Salex Inc, Mulvey & Banani Lighting
Inc, Scenework and Stanley Electric. The illumination was
unveiled to the public on December 1, 2016.
“This was a challenging and ambitious project for one of the
top 10 most visited tourist attractions in the world,” said
Colin Kavanagh, General Manager of Philips Entertainment
Lighting. “The beautiful night time spectacle we helped
create underlines the dependability and flexibility of our
control systems and software to do more than just stage

shows and concerts.”
The desired lighting intent of this project was to produce
the natural, fluid moments and the robust theatrical lighting
controller with effects engine was capable of doing so,
shared Alan McIntosh, Senior Lighting Designer at Mulvey
and Banani Lighting.
“The Philips Strand Lighting NEO would be the ideal control
platform for the unique requirements of this monumental
project, commented Ron Foley of Scenework.” He added that
the individual DMX control of the fixtures and a simple touch
screen operator interface were required so that volunteer
operators could manage the display without the need for
training on the console.
Philips Entertainment Lighting designed custom software
features to further improve the efficiency and the ease of
programming of the NEO console.
“I was impressed with the custom 'paint box' program the
developers added in for the project,” says McIntosh. “The
simple but effective solution added dramatic trailing effects
to some of the looks we designed. The software's Channel
Matrix system allowed the lighting plot to be laid out in
exactly the same way on screen. This gave the team the
ability to quickly select a particular area of the falls and
adjust the colour by drawing a window around them on the
touchscreen.”
www.lighting.philips.com.sg

Philips Lighting
controls spectacular
new LED illumination
at Niagara Falls
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D3 MEDIA SERVERS HELP
GIVE VISUAL IMPACT TO 59TH
®
ANNUAL GRAMMY AWARDS
Photo cour tesy of G etty Images

The recent 59th
Annual GRAMMY
Awards® made
headlines for Adele’s
five category wins.
Behind the scenes,
d3 media servers
video mapped the
stage’s big screens,
delivering impactful
visuals that matched
the performances by
Adele and more than
20 top artists.
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The recent 59th Annual GRAMMY Awards show was
hosted by James Corden from the Staples Center in Los
Angeles and broadcast live on CBS. Three d3 4x4pros
with SDI VFC cards, running a beta version of r14.2
software, were used along with two 2x2plus systems:
one a pure master and the other an understudy.

“

As these shows
get bigger and the
resolution of the screens
larger, we need a media
server that can think
about the system as a
whole. d3 helps us to
manage and preview
our LED and projection
canvas on one system.

”

- Drew Findley, Screens Producer

The d3 media servers were chosen for their content
management features, media mapping abilities and
industry-leading real-time simulation. Their 10G
content network, native 4K outputs and native SDI
outputs offered advantages over other server systems.
The stage, designed by Brian Stonestreet, had two
main stage performance areas, a passerelle for award
presentations and performances, and a circular “dish”
performance stage out in the house. Seven highresolution LED walls in portrait mode spanned the two
main stages with LED scenic units far left and right.
Each stage could be closed down, with big walls
that came in from either side, or opened up for a full
stage look. The “close downs” themselves acted as
projection surfaces throughout the show.
Screens producer and creative consultant Raj Kapoor,
who was responsible for eight performances, says that
“this year we tried to treat our close downs as surfaces
that would change and come alive in different ways.
In some cases, we tried to use the architecture of the
set. In other cases, we wanted to blend reality and
video.
“d3 allowed us to be more flexible than we have ever
been in the past. We could really get in there and map
the architecture so it looked like light was coming from
actual pieces of the set. We could also add details to
the architecture.”
These capabilities “allowed us to make much bigger
visual statements with big surfaces that could change
depending on the performance. We could fly in big
scenic pieces during the awards that became part of
the architecture of the show and a giant video surface
for d3 to map. We had a new presence and new visual
vocabulary for this show.”
The flexibility of d3 facilitated creative changes during
rehearsals, notes screens programmer Matthew Cotter.
“Content changes happen right up until the last minute
as artists rehearse. With d3 the entire creative team
was able to look at the lighting, media, scenic and
performance elements for the first time on camera.
Content versioning and content frame replacement
allowed for quick replacement of media assets.”
The compact size of the d3 media servers really
streamlined equipment requirements, Cotter adds.
“d3 provided a lot of outputs in a tiny footprint. Our
show this year had 16 feeds with redundant backups;
in previous applications, this would have meant 10 or
more rack cases of gear. With d3, it was reduced to
two or three.”
E-Ticket Studios, Inc. provided the d3 media servers.
For the Grammy Awards telecast John Pritchett was
the technical manager and Allan Wells the screens’
technical director.
www.d3technologies.com
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NEW VIRTUAL FLIGHT RIDE
Christie Boxer 4K30 projectors deliver majestic visuals of the Great Wall of China
Photos cour tesy of Wincomn Technology

Christie ® mesmerised locals and visitors alike with its new
virtual flight ride at a new 3D dome theatre located at Badaling,
in the outskirts of urban Beijing. Also known as the “Dreams
of the Great Wall 3D Dome Theatre,” it was developed by
Beijing-based SanXian Culture Holdings. The objective was
to integrate cultural tourism and entertainment with state-ofthe-art projection, audio, and motion technologies to provide
an extraordinary experience for patrons.
The theatre features a 180-degree dome measuring 18-metres
in diameter. The visuals are powered by Christie Boxer 4K30
3DLP ® projectors delivering bright and lifelike images in 6K

resolution. Coupled with realistic surround sound and sixaxis motion seats, what one can expect is a rich immersive
sensory experience with a breathtaking flight across China to
explore the origins and sights of the Great Wall – one of the
most famous UNESCO world heritage sites.
Ten Boxer 4K30 projectors were installed around the theatre
to ensure maximum effect. “Our task was to create a highquality 3D dome theater featuring bright and colourful visuals
by Christie Boxer 4K30 projectors to complement realistic
audio and motion effects,” said Tony Chen, General Manager,
Wincomn Technology.

The “Dreams of
the Great Wall 3D
Dome Theatre”
features six-axis
motion seats
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Amazing visuals
displayed by Boxer
4K30 projectors in
the 3D dome theatre

“Our design and engineering teams completed the project
in six months… and we are honoured to play a role in the
completion of the world’s first 3D dome theatre with motion
seats,” Chen added.
The Christie Boxer 4K30 projectors were selected for their
high brightness, 4K resolution, omnidirectional deployment
capabilities and reliability – important attributes the enduser valued in delivering an engaging visual spectacle. Other
notable features include Christie ® TruLife™ processing for
stunning colour reproduction and image quality, as well as
single-phase power, built-in warping and blending.
Lin Yu, Vice President of Christie Asia Pacific, commented
“Christie is very honored to have played a significant role
in making the ‘Dreams of the Great Wall’ 3D Dome Theatre
the hottest new attraction at Badaling. Thanks to Wincomn
Technology for delivering yet another outstanding project.”
www.christiedigital.com
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MEDIACORP SELECTS TRIPLEPLAY
TO DELIVER IPTV STREAMING
FOR ITS NEW CAMPUS

Since Singapore’s broadcasting industry, Mediacorp’s move
from Caldecott Broadcast Centre to a new home in Mediapolis
at one-north, the building has been designed as a collaborative
space for employees, a hub for creativity and a destination for
public engagement.
As part of its new broadcast and IT infrastructure, Mediacorp
wanted a modern, future proof solution for the delivery of high
definition, IP based digital content across the whole campus.
The solution also needed to be a state-of-the-art, next
generation platform that would not just deliver on project aims
but satisfy IT security requirements, including the inclusion of
head end server failover and redundancy and full centralised
management of channel line-ups, user access and content
delivery.
Kelvin Ma, Vice President for Campus Technology Development
commented, “Our Japanese architect Maki created a beautiful
campus with lots of working spaces. We want to ensure that
we also deliver a technology solution that is modern, high
quality, reliable and secure. And we want a single platform
solution to encode and deliver our television and radio content
to any employee laptop.
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Mediacorp’s new campus located
at Mediapolis @ one-north
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Enterprise Video Platform Delivers Over 100 TV Channels
To Desktop And STB
Added Mr Ma, “We also needed full IPTV capability, integration
with our Active Directory system, the ability to create user
groups to control which content was available where and to
whom we chose. This is not just an AV system, it is also an IT
system.”
Mediacorp chose Tripleplay’s single platform digital media
solution incorporating full IPTV capabilities, for desktop and
set top box, as it satisfied Mediacorp’s requirements which
include live transcoding for multiple devices and formats and
user access controls.
IPTV streams are delivered via Microsoft IE 11.0 and Media
Video Player (MVP) app for desktop users and via Amino Set
Top Boxes for access via TV.
Tripleplay’s IPTV solution and client screen control application,
TripleClient, are also used in the studio mixing room to
monitor sources. The application gives Mediacorp control
of the content without the need to access the full system
management interface. The Tripleplay platform delivers over
100 TV and Radio streams across the Mediacorp network to
over 100 IPTV STBs.

As Mediacorp has the widest range of media platforms in
Singapore spanning digital, television, radio, print and outof-home media, its mission is to engage, entertain and enrich
audiences by harnessing the power of creativity.
Since its establishment, Mediacorp pioneered the development
of Singapore’s broadcasting industry, with the radio broadcast
in 1936 and television broadcast in 1963. Today, the company
has over 50 products and brands in four languages (English,
Mandarin, Malay and Tamil), reaching out to virtually all adults
in Singapore weekly.
www.tripleplay.tv

About Tripleplay
Tripleplay is a leading provider of IPTV, Digital Signage and
Video Streaming solutions. Tripleplay clients include UKTV,
BBC, Channel 9, Time Warner and SABC, with offices in
the UK, Spain, USA, Singapore and Australia and agents
in Dubai, Turkey, South Africa, Germany and France. with
a global partner network allowing it to provide local client
support to its extensive worldwide client base.

Mediacorp’s Press Room
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FOR-A UNVEILED
NEW VIDEO SWITCHER AND
SIGNAL PROCESSOR
By FOR-A

FOR-A, a worldwide, industry-leading manufacturer, offers
a wide range of broadcast and production products with a
focus on cutting-edge technologies, including: HD, 4K and IP
products, with a range of new production switchers, routers,
multi-viewers, IP/SDI converters and transport gateways,
high-speed cameras, and 3D graphic systems.
At this year’s NAB, their top take-away for visitors showed
how well the products function as part of a team, commented
Hiro Tanoue, FOR-A Corporation of America, President. “They
are well integrated and work in tandem to accomplish a
complete integrated solution. More of our current customers
are experiencing this first hand, as we see a significant trend
toward selling our multi-viewers, routers, switchers and

gateways as part of an overall package,” he said.
Among the introductions in the FOR-A booth were: the HVS-490
video switcher; MBP-200TB2 SDI Gateway with Thunderbolt™
interface; MBP-500VS multi-channel video server; ClassX 3D
graphic system; expanded MV-4000 multi-viewer series; FTONE-LS-12G Full-4K high-speed camera; VFC-7000A variable
frame rate camera; MCC-4K motion-compensated standards
converter; MFR-3000 3G-SDI routing switcher; MFR-4000,
MFR-5000, and MFR-8000 12G-SDI based routing switchers;
the Fujitsu IP-HE950 H.265 IP-based transport product; and
new USF Series IP/SDI gateway converters, which currently
accepts ASPEN, NMI and SMPTE2022-5/6 specifications,
with others to follow shortly.

FOR-A's new HVS-490 video switcher:
FOR-A offers also the high dynamic range (HDR) capability
of its products, such as the new FA-9600 UHD/HD/SD multipurpose signal processor and FA-505 multi-channel
signal processor. The FA-9600 is a one rack-mount
unit that supports 4K, 12G-SDI, HDR, and wide
colour gamut (WCG). It incorporates colour
correction, up/down/cross conversion, and
audio processing. It also enables mutual
conversion of HDR and SDR. The MCC4K enables frame rate converting of
4K resolution and supports up/down
conversion between 4K and HD.

FOR-A FA-9600 signal processor:
The ACK-3000 is FOR-A's most advanced
multi-format Chroma Keyer. The ACK-3000
generates a 3D virtual human keyed shadow
that provides realistic form and depth within
live composite video.
www.for-a.com
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TVU NETWORKS
SHOWCASED FULL LINE OF
IP VIDEO SOLUTIONS
By T VU Net works

TVU Networks has concentrated its efforts at this year’s NAB
convention around demonstrating its hardware and software
ecosystem for IP video. Several solutions supporting live video
content had been introduced at NAB 2017, including new
additional support for the H.265/HEVC (high-efficiency video
codec) compression standard, which the company recently
announced at NAB Show New York.
“This is a very exciting time for those of us who specialise in IPbased video solutions,” said Paul Shen, CEO, TVU Networks.
“The advancements inherent in the H.265/HEVC algorithm
are a game-changer in terms of more efficient compression,
requiring less data transmission. This year’s NAB highlighted
our efforts in that area as well as show our continued
commitment to live video production with improvements
based on customer feedback across our entire product line.”

that delivers high-quality IP video transmission performance
and features the company’s patented Inverse Statmux Plus
(IS+) transmission algorithm to transmit dependable HD
quality video with less than one second latency. It’s available
with embedded modems and can transmit simultaneously
over multiple mediums, including cellular, microwave, MIMO
microwave mesh, Ka-band and Ku-band satellite, BGAN,
WiFi, and Ethernet.

Among the H.265 compatible products on hand was the MLink
TE4500. The TVU MLink live video uplink transmitter brings
cellular 3G/4G LTE transmission capabilities to satellite and
microwave vehicles, vans and trucks. The MLink TE4500 is a
rack-mount encoder that transmits video using HEVC video
compression and Inverse StatMux Plus advanced IP video
technology. The MLink TE4500 delivers the same high quality
picture that’s currently available with TVU’s award-winning
cellular IP-based live video transmitters but with more efficient
compression, requiring less data transmission.

TVU One:
MLink:
For live remote production and transmission, TVU RPS allows
for the production of a live, synchronised multi-camera
program in a remote location, mainly using a broadcaster’s
existing control room in their studio and a public Internet
connection from the field.
The TVU RPS transmitter encodes up to six synchronised SDI
sources and transmits high-quality and low-latency IP video
from the remote location to a studio-based receiver. The
receiver outputs six synchronised SDI outputs. By utilising
existing in-house production staff and equipment at the
studio, a broadcaster no longer needs its own production
crew in the field, saving significant cost in producing a remote,
multi-camera live shot. With direct streaming capabilities to
Facebook Live, TVU continues to drive social media interaction
online between content creators and viewers.
TVU Networks also showcased its flagship TVU One live
mobile IP newsgathering transmitter – a compact solution

The TVU Anywhere app enables reporters to instantly capture
and transmit footage from anywhere at any time. TVU
Anywhere can be downloaded to a smartphone, tablet or
laptop, open the application and start transmitting video. TVU
Anywhere uses a 3G/4G/LTE wireless connection and WiFi
when available to transmit live video to a TVU Receiver.
Already in use by hundreds of leading broadcast organisations
around the world, the TVU Networks family of IP transmission
solutions give broadcasters and organisations a powerful
and reliable tool to distribute live video content to broadcast,
online and mobile platforms.
The TVU Networks suite of solutions has been used to
deliver professional-quality live HD footage of a number of
important events around the world including the World Cup,
both Summer and Winter Olympic Games, U.S. presidential
elections, natural disasters, the 2013 Papal conclave, the
Super Bowl, the 2015 Papal visit to the United States and
several international sporting events.
www.tvunetworks.com
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ETC INTRODUCED NEWEST
PRODUCTS IN ITS PORTFOLIO AT
BROADCASTASIA 2017
ETC teamed up with AV Lite to demonstrate the newest additions of the family consoles
for small budget live productions, on-location shoots or broadcast applications
Photos cour tesy of E TC

At the recent BroadcastAsia2017 tradeshow
that took place from May 23-25 at Suntec
Convention Centre, in Singapore, ETC
showcased the new products such as
ColourSource and Gio @5 lighting-control
consoles on stand 6G1-01.
Teaming up with dealer AV Lite, ETC product
experts demonstrated how the newest additions
to the ETC control family provide affordable
and effortless control of LED lighting, without
being limited by a small budget or venue size.
ColourSource Consoles
The ColourSource family was designed to make
ETC-quality light available to small studios,
on-location shoots, live productions, and any
broadcast application with a tight budget.
ColourSource lighting-control consoles offer
programmers hands-on control, plug-and-play
setup and streamlined control features.

ColourSource consoles

ColourSource consoles are available in two
sizes, and are suitable for beginners as well
as experienced lighting professionals. The
ColourSource AV console offers even more, by
combining sound, lighting and visual media into
the same playback. With the flick of a fader,
users can easily control moving lights, mix LED
colours, and play stored looks and effects.
Gio @5
Visitors to the booth also saw Gio @5, the latest
product in the Eos family of consoles, featuring
the same full-function, backlit keyboard as the
Eos Programming Wing and Gio console.
Gio @5 provides an easy transition for
experienced Eos users looking for a smaller
desk. This portable console packs control
necessities
into
a
compact
footprint
with external monitors. In order to better
understand the Gio @5 desk, visitors could get
product demonstrations at the ETC booth at
the BroadcastAsia show, and they could also
attend the free Gio @5 training conducted by
ETC product experts.
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TIELINE SOCCER WORLD CUP
By Tieline Technology

T ieline i-Mix codecs at the U-20 Soccer World Cup

Tieline has recently supplied 32 i-Mix
G3 codecs to South Korean systems
integrator Coil and Wire (CNW), to provide
commentary equipment for South Korean
Host Broadcasters KBS, MBC and SBS on
behalf of local and foreign rights holders
at the U-20 World Cup in South Korea.
“CNW secured the contract with the Host
Broadcasters to supply all equipment
and fit out all commentary positions
for the event,” said Charlie Gawley, VP
Sales APAC and EMEA. “The i-Mix was
specified by Mr Hyung-uk Sheen from
CNW as the codec of choice because of
its flexibility and ability to connect over
IP, ISDN and POTS. The codec is being
used to broadcast all 52 games played
throughout the tournament.”
CNW has installed 5 i-Mix G3 audio
codecs in commentary positions at five
venues at Cheonan, Daejeon, Incheon,
Jeju and Jeonju, plus 7 i-Mix codecs are
installed in commentary positions at the
main stadium in Suwon. “Commentary
audio is being transported directly from
the venues to Tieline Commander G3 rack
mount codecs at each South Korean rights

holder’s studio for local transmissions,”
said Sheen. “South Korean rights holders
KBS, MBC and SBS are using IP over
the public internet for their primary
connections, with POTS lines as backup.
Other European, Asian and American
rights holders are predominantly using
ISDN lines with POTS backup.”
“The i-Mix can connect reliably over IP,
ISDN and POTS, and failover seamlessly
to any transport if required, which was a
very important factor,” said Sheen. “The
solid track record of the codec at other
major events, like the Asian Games in
2014, simplified the decision to use the
i-Mix for this event.”
The i-Mix has 5 balanced XLR inputs
and local announcer commentary audio
at each venue is mixed with splits of
international sound and PA audio. Codecs
also receive communications audio routed
through commentary control.
The tournament concluded with the final
on June 11.
www.tieline.com

About Tieline Technology
A manufacturer of the world’s
leading STL, audio distribution
and remote broadcast digital
audio codecs. Tieline also
revolutionised newsgathering
with the Report-IT Enterprise
codec app for smartphone
reporting
applications.
The company has offices
in
North
America
and
Australia, supporting a global
distribution network spanning
the Americas, Europe, UK,
Africa, Asia, Middle East and
Australasia.
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ULTRA MUSIC FESTIVAL LIVE
BROADCAST FILMED WITH
URSA MINI PRO AND URSA MINI
By Black magic Design

The URSA Mini 4.6K and URSA Mini
Pro cameras from Blackmagic Design
were used to produce a live YouTube
broadcast during this year’s Ultra Music
Festival (UMF). For the first time at
the UMF, DJs on the Main Stage were
captured and broadcast in stunning 4K.
For the nineteenth edition of the
world's
premier
electronic
music
festival, boasting elite DJs, unparalleled
productions and located in the beautiful
city of Miami some of the biggest
performers in electronic dance music
(EDM) played to a sell-out crowd of
165,000 people. Another 7.5 million
fans shared in the excitement and
energy online via the Ultra Live stream
presented by UMFTV and produced by
NOMOBO.
The live stream broadcast on YouTube
was mixed with interviews, backstage
footage and graphics and was further
integrated with social media platforms.
“That helped UMF to generate more
than 42 million mentions across social
media – making it the most tweeted
about electronic music event in history,”
begins Constantijn van Duren of
NOMOBO. “The set performances on
the main stage were all captured in 4K
and available to stream on YouTube the
following day.”
All of NOMOBO’s fly-packs for the festival
were based on a core of Blackmagic
Design ATEM 1 M/E & 2 M/E Production
Studio 4K switchers, complemented with
Smart Videohub 4K routers, HyperDeck
Studio Pro recorders, SmartScope Duo
and SmartView 4K monitors. Importantly
for UMF Miami, NOMOBO selected the
URSA Mini 4.6K PL and URSA Mini Pro
cameras for acquisition.
“We opted for the URSA Mini 4.6K PL
mount bodies along with the URSA
Studio Viewfinder for the Ultra Live
studio setup while the brand new URSA
Mini Pro was used by two roaming
ENG teams who covered the capture of
interviews and backstage reports,” said
van Duren.
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The URSA Mini and PL glass were used
for a shoot in 4.6K on a live broadcast

A 12G SMPTE fiber system enabled the team to feed the URSA Mini 6G-SDI output
back to NOMOBO control rooms and MCR for live switching and recording. The
same fiber setup also provided a return feed for ATEM Camera Control as well as
all talkback and tally.
One of NOMOBO's roaming teams captured the live stand-ups and backstage
interviews with hosts Andrea Helfrich and Will Best. “Connecting the URSA Mini Pro
to the ATEM video infrastructure gave us immediate control over the camera, tally
and comms and enabled our camera operators to communicate with the live stream
director,” explains van Duren.
From a simple ergonomic point of view, the ability to work either shoulder-mounted
or run-and-gun with the side grip in a challenging environment such as a festival
shoot gave us all the handling options they could wish for, according to van Duren.
“And with the addition of built in ND filters on the URSA Mini Pro, our crews were
able to cover activity all around the festival in all imaginable lighting circumstance
from bright daylight to night time, both front and backstage.”
Ultimately, it is the ability of the URSA Mini lines to produce beautiful pictures which
has van Duren raving. “That means we can offer clients the highest possible image
quality and integrate that into a live events environment alongside tally, comms and
camera control provides ultimate flexibility.”
www.blackmagicdesign.com
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CAMERA CLEAR
Bexel introduces clarity 800 camera for live production

Bexel Clarity 800 Miniature HFR Point-of-V iew Camera

A global provider of broadcast services, Bexel Global
Broadcast Solutions, unveiled the Bexel Clarity 800 camera for
live production, which is said to be the world's first miniature
with high-frame-rate (HFR) and point-of view camera. Building
on its unrivalled experience in live broadcast, Bexel developed
the standard-setting Clarity 800 camera system to meet sports
and event producers' increasing demand for high-quality, realtime HFR video.
"Our own experiences supporting customers' demanding
production requirements — from the court to the ice —
revealed there was a strong market demand for a high-speed
camera with real-time processing," said Edd Bonner, Vice
President of Engineering and Operations, Bexel. "We also
identified growing demand for HFR, and a complete gap in the
market for a POV camera with real-time processing optimised
for live sports. The Clarity 800 will be a real game-changer
for our industry, allowing for HFR to be easily used in any
application."
The Clarity 800-HD offers HFR in HD up to 8x (480 fps), and
the Clarity 800-4K with 4K (UHD) up to 2x (120 fps) is soon
to follow, delivering complete camera functionality in a form
factor not much larger than the footprint of a business card
at only 4.7 inches high, 2.56 inches wide, and 1 inch thick.
The camera uses a 4K 7mp Micro 4/3-inch CMOS imager and
1080p HD signal processing for remarkable images.
The Clarity 800 easily integrates into a live event ecosystem,
operating as a broadcast camera system with real-time

processing via fiber optics and integration with industrystandard video servers. Key features include a full-function
camera remote control panel (RCP) for paint control of the
camera and a positive-lock lens mount with lens control of
focus, iris, and zoom motors.
The Clarity 800 is the first model in Bexel's new family of
cameras targeting the POV market. Future camera models for
both HD and 4K (UHD), using the same system design, will be
introduced later in 2017.
"A robust and affordable camera of this size and with these
features is highly desirable in the environments in which we
operate," said Tom Dickinson, chief technology officer, Bexel.
"HFR for HD video will continue to expand, and broadcasters
need to be ahead of viewer demand for the latest formats."
http://bexel.com/clarity-camera/

About Bexel
Celebrating more than 35 years of broadcast experience,
Bexel's specialised broadcast offerings include fiber,
specialty cameras, 4K solutions, graphics, custom
flypacks, and intercom, as well as systems integration,
managed services, enterprise solutions, and product
sales. Since 1981, Bexel has continually enhanced and
evolved the media production experience. Bexel is a Vitec
Group brand.
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PRODUCT
INNOVATIONS

1
FINE 1400E SPOT
By FINE ART
www.fineart-light.com

2
FINE 4012 PIXIE
By FINE ART
www.fineart-light.com

4
CHRISTIE
PANDORAS BOX

3
TVU ONE
WITH HEVC
CELLULAR
MOBILE
SOLUTION

By CHRISTIE
www.christiedigital.com

By TVU Networks
www.tvunetworks.com

1
OPTICAL SYSTEM
Lamp type: OSRAM Lok-it! 1400-PS-Brilliant
Optical Lens: 140mm
Overall Luminous Flux: >35,000lm
Evenness: 80%
Zoom Range: 10°-50°
CRI: Ra>93
COLOUR SYSTEM
CMY infinite colour mixing system
CTO colour linear adjustment
7 colour filter with white light
GOBO SYSTEM
2 rotating gobo wheels, each with 5 pieces
bi-directional rotating glass gobo filters
1 fixed gobo wheel with 4 gobos, with animation
effects
EFFECT EQUIPMENT
One 4-facet rotating prism, bi-directional rotation
Independent soft light frost effect
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2

3

4

The LED moving head lighting
uses 12 pieces of 40 Watt
high quality OSRAM RGBW
LEDs as light source, and has
functions of Beam and Wash.
The moving head is small size
and light weight and the LEDs
can be controlled individually.
With a zoom range of 3.5° to
60°, the narrow projecting
angle of 3.5 degree emits
strong beam effect, while
the wide zoom angle of 60
degree shows excellent wash
effect. Other features include
presetting of 65 types of
colour macro functions and
64 types of effect macro
functions to create various
colourful effects.

Weighing just 2.2 pounds,
TVU One with HEVC offers
a robust set of functions
designed to fit the needs
of any size live video
broadcaster.
It
delivers
industry-leading
video
transmission
resiliency
and high-definition picture
quality within an ultracompact
and
rugged
hardware chassis. With
TVU One with HEVC,
broadcasters
can
fully
leverage the versatility of
a small, lightweight, IPbased high-definition video
field transmitter without
sacrificing
performance,
features or picture quality.

Christie
True
4K
projector
solutions
is said to be able to
deliver
the
highest
resolution,
highest
brightness
and
the
highest image fidelity for
the most mesmerising
visuals ever. Christie
technology
offers
premium visuals, 3D at
its brightest, Christie
TruLife™
electronics,
high-performance
visualisation, reliability,
future-proof hardware,
and giant screen sizes.

UPCOMING
SHOWS

BE PART OF PROLIGHT + SOUND MIDDLE
EAST, THE ONLY INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SHOW IN THE ENTIRE MENA REGION
Photos cour tesy of Messe Frankfur t / Prolight + S ound M iddle East

Prolight + Sound Middle East will be returning for the second
edition from Oct 17 to 19, 2017 at the Dubai International
Convention and Exhibition Centre. It is the only international
trade show in the entire MENA region dedicated to technology
and services for the ProAV, entertainment, event, media
and creation industry. Be part of the action as international
manufacturers, distributors, buyers and industry professionals
gather for three days of networking, business and education.
The inaugural edition of Prolight + Sound Middle East featured 37
exhibitors from 11 countries representing more than 120 brands,
while more than 1,577 trade visitors from 50 countries passed
through the buzzing hall at the Dubai International Convention
and Exhibition Centre. Product launches, educational seminars,
training programmes, and a live outdoor demo area all shared
centre-stage throughout the three-day run of the annual
showcase.

Announcing the official
opening of Prolight +
Sound Middle East

Featured Exhibitors
This year, exhibiting for the first time at the second edition
of Prolight + Sound Middle East, includes leading lighting
manufacturer, ROBE. The ROBE brand is experiencing record
growth in all sectors, with their products being found on
stages, in concert halls and TV studios all over the world. ROBE
continues to focus on designing and producing well-engineered
products utilising the very latest available technology to meet
the creative, technical and practical demands of our wide range
of users and investors.
Bose, GTD and Procom have also confirmed participation. After
a successful show at the first edition of Prolight + Sound Middle
East, where Bose showcased the PowerShare Amplifier line and
ShowMatchb DeltaQb. Leading pro audio manufacturer Bose
will be returning to the show floor with even more in store for
2017.

Product display from
exhibitor’s booth

GTD is a global company specialised in the design, development,
manufacturing, sales and services of professional lighting and
stage equipment. They work with clients internationally through
their operations in the U.S., Russia, Dubai and Singapore and
currently employ over 800 people.
As first time exhibitors at Prolight + Sound Middle East, Procom
is one of the region’s top ProAV distributors for brands such
as Philips Entertainment, Euro Truss, Avolites, K Array, D.A.S
Audio, Wireless Sweden, Antari, Chain Master and many more.
Events Programme And Seminars & Conferences
The second edition of Prolight + Sound Middle East will include
a number of seminars, discussions and conferences as part of
the engaging programme of events aimed at addressing key
topics and sharing insight and knowledge for the live events and
ProAV industry in the Middle East.
www.prolightsoundme.com

Lighting and
visual showcase
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PROLIGHT + SOUND SHANGHAI 2017
RETURNS WITH A STRONG
EXHIBITOR DEMAND AHEAD OF
ITS 15TH ANNIVERSARY
By Messe Frankfur t | Photos cour tesy of Messe Frankfur t / Prolight + S ound Shanghai

Held from Oct 11 to 14 at the Shanghai New Expo Centre,
the leading fair for Asia’s entertainment and event industry will
return with an enlarged area of 45,000 sqm in four halls. The
show has received overwhelming responses from the industry
and 90 percent of the exhibition space has been reserved
to date. Over 600 international brands and companies are
expected to demonstrate a wide range of entertainment
products and solutions across four thematic halls.
“The entertainment industry in China is still gaining
momentum with a notable upswing in the sectors of integrated
entertainment solutions, recording and production. In view of
this, we are pleased to welcome a new hall to incorporate
these emerging trends and increase our product variety on
offer. This will include the debut of the AV Entertainment
Solution Zone, as well as expansion of the Recording and
Production Zone,” said Ms Judy Cheung, Deputy General
Manager for Messe Frankfurt (Shanghai).
Less than five months ahead of its opening, the show
has already garnered extensive support from some of the
industry’s biggest names, including companies and brands
such as: Adam Hall, Audio-technica, AVID, BBS, Beta-3,
Christie, DPA, Fidek, GLP, Hai Tian, Harman, KAIFAT, LD
Systems, Maquinas Iberica, Midas, Neutrik, Next-Pro audio,
Phonic, Plustruss, Restmoment, SAE, SE Audiotechnik,
Shure, Soundking, Superlux, Takstar, TW Audio, VUE and
Zsound. Newcomers to the edition also include: Antelope,
Digisynthetic, EM acoustics, Riedel and Show Tex.
New Zone For Av Entertainment Solution
As more and more consumers pursue a personalised
experience in mini home theatres and karaoke rooms, the
demand for integrated entertainment solutions that cater to
the specific needs of customers is growing at a staggering

Registration counter

rate. To help industry peers capture this market, the
brand new “AV Entertainment Solution Zone” will debut in
Hall N2 this year. The area will showcase a diverse range
of entertainment solutions with KTV kiosks, mini theatres,
karaoke servers, headphones, speakers and microphones.
Cutting-edge technologies in virtual reality (VR), augmented
reality (AR) and 4D motion seats will also be incorporated to
create a cinematic experience for attendees.
Training Courses And Seminars
Preparations are well underway for an all-inclusive programme
of seminars, forums and demonstration sessions to promote
dialogue exchanges and inject innovative possibilities into
the industry. The “Shanghai International Film and Television
Technology Forum – Sound” (IFTT) will return this October,
organised in collaboration with The Audio Professional
Committee of the China Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers (CSMPTE). The technology-oriented
forum aims to promote integration and advancement in the
television and broadcasting businesses.
Training remains a key focus of this year’s show. To help
attendees keep their fingers on the pulse of the entertainment
market, the show will include a series of practical training
courses with global associations on 3D audio technology,
mixing consoles and lighting design. Signature events like
Vision X Network – Product Presentation and the Concert
Sound Arena will also return this year. More updates on the
show’s programme will be provided closer to the show dates.

Buyers looking
at products
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Prolight + Sound Shanghai is organised by Messe Frankfurt
and Shanghai INTEX and is a brand event of the annual
Prolight + Sound exhibition in Frankfurt, Germany.
www.prolight-sound.com
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ADVANCING ASIA’S DIGITAL STRATEGY
AND ROADMAP AT COMMUNICASIA,
ENTERPRISEIT AND BROADCASTASIA 2017
Newly created ConnecTechAsia2018 to comprise CommunicAsia, NXTAsia and BroadcastAsia
Submitted by UBM SES | Photos cour tesy of Communications Media Management Association (CMMA)

CommunicAsia, EnterpriseIT and BroadcastAsia 2017 wrapped
up in May after a three-day exhibition and conference addressing
technologies and strategies for smart cities and digital
ecosystems driving the digital strategies and transformation
roadmaps of governments and enterprises in Asia.
The event drew over 40,000 trade attendees with 45 percent
hailing from overseas, and more than 1,800 exhibitors
showcased innovations featuring the latest in IoT, big data
analytics, cloud, artificial intelligence, robotics, cybersecurity,
satellite communications, virtual reality, IP broadcasting, OTT
and 5G among others in dedicated technology clusters.
“As organisers, we are proud to present an event that aligns
to the region’s initiatives and push in advancing Asia’s digital
transformation. Committed to delivering a platform that fosters

international collaborations, CommunicAsia, EnterpriseIT and
BroadcastAsia are at the forefront of technological evolution
with a global showcase of game-changing innovations that
our attendees can look forward to discovering every year,”
said Mr Victor Wong, Project Director of Communications
Events at organiser UBM SES.
New Launches And Industry Collaborations
With fast growing digital ecosystems driving the economy
and evolution of society, the event saw more than 900
product launches this year.
ST Electronics launched the World of IoT - Sense & eXchange
(WISX IoT) platform, an estate service management tool that
monitors the performance of common lighting, lifts, rubbish
and pest levels, and utilities such as water and electricity.
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“ST Electronics is pleased to have participated and
showcased its new suite of cutting-edge solutions catered
for smart cities globally. I am proud of the depth and breadth
of our engineering capabilities, enabling us to address the
full spectrum of needs for smart and sustainable cities
around the world and manage the rapid rate of urbanisation.
Together with our partners, we are well poised to shape and
transform the operations of cities – locally and globally,” said
Mr Ravinder Singh, President, ST Electronics.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the Dubai
Police Force and OTSAW Digital was signed at CommunicAsia
to deploy their new O-R3 security robot as part of the Smart
Dubai initiative. Dubai will be the first city in the world to
deploy O-R3 robots from end 2017, with a total of 100 robots
by 2020 in conjunction with EXPO 2020 to be held in Dubai.
“CommunicAsia has helped OTSAW Digital to reach
international clients, gather massive interest and brought us
high quality leads, with the MOU signed during the event,
after they read about us in the news! This is a true testament
to the importance of CommunicAsia to the region in moving
the needle in the implementation of Smart City initiatives.
A truly fruitful experience!” said Mr Ling Ting Ming, CEO of
OTSAW Digital.
As cities and companies become more digitalised, the
importance of cybersecurity measures is essential to
ensuring the safety of information and data. Secure-IC’s
newly launched Securyzr solution provides protection against
the increasing sophistication of today’s cyber threats through
ultra-efficient cryptographic acceleration.
Key partnerships were also formed, with Huawei announcing
20 industry collaborations that will further develop the
regions’s cloud and connected enterprise ecosystem.
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At BroadcastAsia, one of the key
discussions
revolved
around
the
broadcasting industry’s transition to IPbased systems.
Ooyala launched its new State of the
Media Industry 2017 report on day two
of the show, which signalled that datadriven video has officially become the
beating heart of the digital age.
“The move to IP is inevitable for the
broadcast industry as they deal with an
explosion of content getting delivered
OTT (Over The Top). Production teams
within broadcasters are under pressure
to get more efficient and to reduce
cost. Technologies like Ooyala Flex
can help by automating workflows,
inserting metadata, and creating a
single source of truth for the entire
media operation, helping teams identify
bottlenecks to reduce production
costs, while increasing revenues by
getting content to market faster,” said
BroadcastAsia2017 speaker Mr Steve
Davis, Vice President and General
Manager, Asia Pacific and Japan,
Ooyala.
Commenting on the exhibition, Mr
Piyush Gupta, Group Chief Technology
Officer, India Today Group said, “There
are many exhibitors on OTT, IoT and
satellite operations who are relevant to
our plans for Digital platforms and HD
connectivity. I like that the exhibition
has a concise layout grouped by
different technologies.”

Seedstars World: FinChat Technologies Takes Top Prize At Startup Competition
Seedstars World, the global seed-stage startup competition for emerging markets
and fast-growing startup scenes saw eight startups compete in the dynamic
pitching event, with FinChat Technologies emerging as the most promising seedstage startup of Seedstars Singapore 2017.
FinChat Technologies makes popular messaging apps such as Whatsapp and
WeChat compliant with data retention regulations so that financial institutions can
engage with them. The company will represent Singapore at the Seedstars Global
Summit in Switzerland and compete with other global startups to win up to USD 1
million in equity investments.
Connectechasia: One Voice, One Brand
Paving the way forward, 2018 promises to be bigger and better than ever with a
new branding unveiled for the event – ConnecTechAsia. Mr Wong revealed that
CommunicAsia, BroadcastAsia and the newly launched NXTAsia for emerging
technologies and enterprise solutions, will fall under the new parent brand,
ConnecTechAsia. “The decision for the portfolio rebrand is to ensure the needs
of the industry are met by having a clearly defined value proposition, a fresh new
look fit for the future and a more focused and enriching event experience,” he said.
ConnecTechAsia 2018 will be a three-day event held from June 26 to 28 at Marina
Bay Sands and Suntec Singapore.
Visit www.ConnecTechAsia.com for more information.
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ASIAN ATTRACTIONS
EXPO 2017 TRADE SHOW
More than 300 companies showcased product and service innovations
for more than 6,000 attractions industry buyers

More than 8,000 attractions industry professionals gathered
at Asian Attractions Expo 2017 (AAE 2017), which took
place from Jun 13 to 16 at The Sands Expo and Convention
Centre in Singapore with the show floor opened Jun 14 to
16. The trade show floor at AAE 2017 spanned across nearly
10,000 net sqm of exhibit space. More than 300 companies
participated to display their new products and services.
AAE 2017 is a platform to connect with more than 6,000 buyers
from amusement parks, and theme parks to attractions, to
water parks, to family entertainment, to casinos, to resorts,
to museums, to aquariums, to zoos and more. The event
opened up the show floor to test, taste, try, and buy the
latest innovations, learn best practices from global leaders
on topics essential to successful operations, and network
with colleagues from more than 65 countries.
Participants included owners, CEOs, vice presidents,
directors, and managers of renowned amusement and theme
parks, attractions, water parks, family entertainment centres,
zoos, aquariums, science centres, museums, manufacturer
and supplier companies, and more.
Top international manufacturer and supplier companies
debut new products and services that amusement parks and
attractions can take back to their facility to provide fresh
guest experiences, encouraging new and repeat business.
The products and services on display included state-of-theart rides, motion simulators, virtual reality, water attractions,
video and skill games, theming, technology, food-andbeverage innovations, and more.
Since 2013, when Singapore last hosted Asian Attractions
Expo, the show floor has increased in size by 46 percent
from 6,824 net sqm. The growth of the show is indicative of
the growth within the attractions industry in the Asia-Pacific
region. According to the IAAPA Global Theme and Amusement
Park Outlook Report for 2016 – 2020, attendance has grown
in the Asia-Pacific region from 366.9 million visitors in 2013
to more than 418 million visitors in 2015, and is predicted to
reach 595 million by 2020.
Unique Learning Opportunities for Attractions Leaders
The four-day education conference provided real-world
examples to improve operations and drive business. Session
topics included safety, intellectual property use, cultural
sensitivity and regional awareness, revenue generation,
facility excellence, human resources, industry innovations,
and more. Some of the brightest minds leading the industry
around the world shared their knowledge and insights with
attendees.
www.iaapa.org
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PROLIGHT + SOUND 2017
DEMONSTRATED ITS IMPORTANCE
FOR THE SECTOR
Words by Messe Frankfur t

From Apr 4 to 7, 2017, 45,100 visitors from 139 countries
joined in the Prolight + Sound 2017 held in Frankfurt,
Germany. 950 exhibitors from 39 countries presented their
latest products for the fields of lighting, sound and stage
engineering, broadcasting and production technology,
systems integration and AV media technology.
Exhibiting at the booth demonstrated the innovativeness
of the sector with numerous new product lines – including
impressive lighting, water and pyro effects, 4K laser
projectors, ultra HD displays, high-performance media
servers and programmable show drones. As in the past, LED
modules were an important growth segment at Prolight +
Sound 2017. Manufacturers are banking not only on smaller
pixel pitches and brilliant colour reproduction but also user
friendliness, robustness and energy efficiency.
Digital network protocols continue to gain in significance in
the audio and broadcasting segments. Numerous Ethernetcompatible product lines that support the Dante industry
standard or similar audio-over-IP formats, from mixing desks
and stage boxes, via loudspeakers and microphone systems,
to conference solutions, were on show.
Additionally, Prolight + Sound visitors could see an increasing
number of innovations for creating immersive experiences
that, in the case of visitors to theme parks, exhibitions and
museums, for example, blur the boundaries between reality
and virtual perception, e.g., hardware and software for
spatial-audio projects, full-dome attractions and hologram
projection.
Conference Programme And New Formats Strike The
Sector’s Nerve
The ‘Prolight + Sound Conference’ and the ‘Eventplaza
Conference’ were characterised by an extensive programme
with more than 70 lectures, seminars and panel discussions.
Many of them were held in English and over 2,600 visitors
took advantage of this opportunity, an increase of around 40
percent compared to last year.
Additionally, Prolight + Sound was supplemented by several
new event areas. For example, the ‘Silent Stage’ gave
visitors the chance to learn about this new concept. Thus,
event engineers and musicians could see how this innovative
stage setup, which is designed to minimise noise levels on
the stage, can contribute to improvements not only in the mix
but also in the performance of musical acts.
Another première at Prolight + Sound was the ‘Faces
behind the Voices’ multi-media exhibition, which introduced
Germany’s best-known dubbing actors and put the
spotlight on professional dubbing production as part of the
entertainment business. Following its successful debut last

PRG LEA Stage
(Source: Messe Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH / Jochen Günther)

year, ‘DJCon’ was held again at Prolight + Sound 2017.
There, disk jockeys had the opportunity to find out about
new products, attend lectures and workshops on DJing and
DJ equipment and see some of their top colleagues in action.
As in the past, this year’s Prolight + Sound was the venue
for the presentation of several important awards. Thus, the
Opus – German Stage Award was given for two projects:
the winner in the ‘Stage and Lighting Design’ category
was Rea Garvey’s ‘Get Loud Open Air Tour 2016’; in the
‘Technical Realisation’ category, the award was given for
Ulrich Rasche’s production of Schiller’s ‘The Robbers’ at the
‘Residenztheater’ in Munich. The media installation at the
head offices of Hilti AG in Liechtenstein was honoured with
the Sinus – Systems Integration Award.
This year, Prolight + Sound was held concurrently with
Musikmesse, International Trade Fair for Musical Instruments,
Sheet Music, Music Production and Music Business
Connections. This turned Frankfurt Fair and Exhibition
Centre into a get-together for the entire music and event
sector and attracted around 100,000 visitors from 144
countries. Altogether, 1,922 exhibitors from 55 countries
made presentations there. The conceptual development
of Musikmesse and Prolight + Sound will be continued in
the future and, to this end, Messe Frankfurt is in close,
continuous contact with the associations and companies
from the sectors represented at the fair.
The next Prolight + Sound will be held from Apr 10 to 13, 2018.
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MAKUHARI MESSE, CHIBA, TOKYO

For the fourth consecutive year, Reed Exhibitions
Japan Ltd., organised the Live Entertainment Expo
TOKYO from May 31 to Jun 2, comprised of delegates
who are event organisers, promoters and corporations.

4 TH LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EXPO TOKYO

The B-to-B exhibition segregated into two specialised
shows: 4th Live Entertainment Expo TOKYO to tackle
the large scale live entertainment scenes placing focus
on LED display, pro-lighting, pro-audio and other
related equipment/services.

EVENT EXPO TOKYO

While Event Expo TOKYO played a crucial role in
delivering business solutions to improve workflow.
And a platform for the gathering of local governments,
tourism organisations, commercial facilities and
amusement parks, stage art productions, promoters,
music industries, event planning/operating and others.

Simply interesting. If you
are organising live events
and festivals, everything
you need is here.
- Mr Naoki Shimizu, President, Creative Man

This show is growing
larger and larger every year.
Companies across various
business sectors are now
exhibiting.
- Mr Michinori Mizuno, Chief Executive Officer
and Representative Director, Sony Music
Entertainment (Japan) Inc.

Very interesting as you can
see from these exhibitors what
the current trends are, and
what are packaged to be sold.
- Mr Daito Manabe, Executive,
Rhizomatiks Research
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The Pulse Of Japan,
Asia
The 4 th Live Entertainment Expo TOKYO, Japan’s largest* trade
show for the live entertainment and media industry, took place
on May 31 to June 2 at Makuhari Messe, Japan. The show saw
another great year with record numbers of 442 exhibitors and
22,719 visitors** during the three-day show period.
The venue was filled up with excitement and talks emerged
among the participants. Exhibitors launched their latest
services and technologies; LED display, pro-lighting, proaudio and all other equipment/services for concerts, sports
events, musical plays and amusement parks. The show has
been supporting all genres of the industry for the past three
years, and functioned this year again as a business arena for
industry players from across Japan and around the world.

Highlights At A Glance

Advanced key technologies such as virtual reality (VR), 8K
ultra-high vision display, projection mapping and drone footage
have caught the attention of many industry delegates.

Seminars By Industry Leaders

Welcoming 9,876 industry players** as audience, the
Conference took place next to Live Entertainment Expo
TOKYO. Speakers included top managements from Sony
Music Entertainment, Universal Music Japan, as well as
Japan’s prominent staging director, event promoter, media art
director and choreographer. They discussed the market trends
and development, as well as advanced technology in the live
entertainment and media industry.
Another highlight of the trade fair was the Special Conference
on day two; Broadway Producer, Kumiko Yoshii engaged
Robin de Levita, Theatre Producer in a discussion. Mr Levita
talked about his expertise in stage art and Asia’s first revolving
theatre in Toyosu in which he conceived. Opened in March
2017, the 360-degree rotating theatre is to make a drastic
impact on the Japanese entertainment industry.

The Figures Promise The Future Success Of The Show

Japan’s live entertainment market has been experiencing a
steady growth for four straight years (2011-2015); the music
market size reached a record high of JPY 340.5 billion in 2015,
jumped by 25.5 percent from the previous year, while the
market for theatre, musical and other performances showed
11.3 percent increase for JPY 171.4 billion in 2015.
There is no doubt that 5th Live Entertainment Expo TOKYO will
be a destination for both the suppliers and buyers to weigh a
wide range of options, expand business and find connections
in the growing market.
The next edition of the Live Entertainment Expo TOKYO will be
held from Feb 21-23, 2018.
For further information, visit the official show website:
http://www.live-event.jp/en/ or contact the Show Team at
live-expo.eng@reedexpo.co.jp.
*1
"Largest" in reference to the exhibitor number and the net exhibit space of trade shows
with the same concept.
*2
The numbers of exhibitors (including co-exhibitors) and visitors are subject to change
after further confirmation.
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EXHIBITORS’ REVIEWS
SPECIAL SEMINARS & CONFERENCE

"IHI Stage Around Tokyo" located in Toyosu, the
district of Japan is Asia’s first 360-Degree revolving
auditorium. Robin de Levita, Theatre Producer
discussed his expertise in stage art with Broadway
Producer Ms Kumiko Yoshii during the Special Seminar.
The 360 degree auditorium has since opened in Tokyo,
in March 2017.

Creative Space Inc. (Japan)
This is the second time for us to exhibit, and
quite a few people from theme parks and other
commercial facilities visited our booth. We have
exchanged approximately 300 business cards.
We already have five to six new projects with fixed
date and cost.
Product: Lighting
Operation

Equipment,

Staging

Planning

&

DOX Drone (Japan)

TEAM L.A.M.P, BOOTH NO.: 4-49

Control the LED lighting display using the mobile app.
Optimise the visual appeal for a variety of events with
the options of multi-colours. Feel the fun by gently
tapping on one of the moving circles and watch the
surrounding area illuminate.

It is our first time at the Live Entertainment Expo
TOKYO. We are surprised by the good feedbacks
and the number of visitors, which we did not
expect at all before the show. We discussed
business with a good number of prospective
customers. We are satisfied with the outcome.
There will be more new LED products and video
technologies in the market. We are also going to
develop something new by the next show.

Liuyang Xiaowen Electronic
Technologies (China)
It is our first time in Tokyo. The visitors are
very professional and the exhibitors hail from
professional big companies. We also see serious
attendees to the show. Next year, we will need a
bigger booth to attract more customers.

8K THEATRE SUPER HI-VISION (BY NHK
JAPAN BROADCASTING), BOOTH NO.: 5-64

Up to 16 vision high screen theatre, the 16 super hivision screen displayed various genres of eye-catching
media contents at its booth delivering glorious
moments captured during the last Olympic Games in
Rio Brazil. The displays included breath-taking scenic
views from all around the world and Drum Tao by
Japanese artists.

PIKABON CO., LTD. BOOTH NO.: 2-41

One of the lighting trends this year featured the LED
Silicone Wrist Watches. Our favourite experience was
the lighting demo. Pikabon shared that the wrist watch
could be used in a larger-scale performance, say, up to
60,000 LED wrist watches. Whether a solid colour or
a mix of colours, the colour of the wrist watch can be
programmed to be controlled individually or by sections.

RGB link (China)
The show has good quality people and it’s a good
chance to really meet and engage with people in
the industry. As a growing company, we value our
Japanese customers. I feel that this exhibition is
growing, and it's gaining momentum.

Rocket (Japan)
More visitors seemed to be attracted to our
booth as we exhibited actual products. We have
had inquiries from TV commercial and music video
production companies and various production
directors. We expect our products to be highly
useful for TV commercial production and sports
related shootings. As Live Entertainment Expo
TOKYO will be co-held with 1st Sports Expo
TOKYO next year, we are looking forward to
meeting more industry professionals including
sports related participants.
Product: Controllable LED Pen Light
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SMART FUTURE TECHNOLOGIES
ON DISPLAY AT COMMUNICASIA,
ENTERPRISEIT AND BROADCASTASIA 2017

Panasonic's booth setup attracted a large crowd
to view its immersive display and technologies

Held over three days, BroadcastAsia2017 returned to
Suntec City Convention Centre, Singapore this year and
came to a successful close. This year’s BroadcastAsia2017,
CommunicAsia2017 and EnterpriseIT2017 opened officially
on May 23, attracting leading companies and experts to
feature a wide array of smart technologies on Asia’s largest
platform for the global multimedia and entertainment
technology sectors. With an aim to harness and leverage
on building a ‘smarter’ future, BroacastAsia2017 provided a
distinctive platform for sourcing of latest industry solutions,
viewing of product updates, finding for partner success and
looking out for latest and emerging technologies for real-life
application.
At Suntec City Singapore, BroadcastAsia2017 (BCA2017)
incorporated ProfessionalAudioTechnology into the show this
year. Spanned over an exhibition area (gross) of 20,000sqm,
across level 3, 4 and 6, 83 per cent (646) of the exhibitors
were from overseas, coming from 49 countries/regions. The
participating pavilions comprised of China, France, Germany,
Italy, Korea, Russia, Singapore, Spain, US/Canada and UK.
Commenting on the show was Mr Victor Wong, Project Director
of Communications Events at organiser UBM SES, he said:
“With digital transformation turning into a critical component
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of Asia’s future, we have designed CommunicAsia2017,
EnterpriseIT2017 and BroadcastAsia2017 to help companies
who are eager to be future-ready.” He added that “With two
venues, we are able to play host to even more leaders and
entrepreneurs from the entire innovation ecosystem, open up
more opportunities to learn latest trends and network with
peers, and provide a holistic and interactive experience for
all attendees.”
BroadcastAsia2017: Imagination Unbound
“BroadcastAsia presented strategies and solutions for new
business models needed to cater to the changing ways
people are consuming media. The dedicated TV Everywhere!
Zone explored the latest OTT technologies from Accedo,
Brightcove, Ooyala, Arris, AWS Elemental and Skyworth,
including archive management, content delivery networks,
and interactive TV apps.
“As Asian broadcasters move to IP based systems, the
event also saw the inauguration of the Broadcast IP InterOp Lab – which demonstrated how to capture, ingest, edit
and distribute to OTT, all IP in real time. Visitors could get
hands-on experience with state-of-the-art technologies on IP
broadcasting for both audio and video, wireless production
and immersive technology.
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Top to bottom
A great meeting place for the
crowds at BroadcastAsia2017;
Avid booth drew visitors
to experience live sound
demonstration at its best;
Delegates joined in the free
guided Technology Tour on IP
Broadcasting;
Delegates were seen touring
the Italy Pavilion and viewing
and sourcing for best solutions

“For
production,
filmmakers
and
producers
at
BroadcastAsia2017 had access to some of the latest and
best equipment and production software from the likes of
ARRI, AVID, DELL EMC, RED, Bokkeh and Zeiss among
others. Visitors could also expect a sneak peek of Panasonic’s
upcoming small cinema camera and 360° camera system,
along with their 4K studio and VariCam production cameras.”
Commenting on VR for Broadcast, Mr Fintan Mc Kiernan,
CEO, Ideal Systems S.E.A. which recently collaborated with
PCCW Global to deliver the world’s first live 360 degree and
3D multi-camera coverage of the 2017 Cathay Pacific/HSBC
Hong Kong Sevens, said, “Live VR and 360° broadcasting
for mega-events can be a real game changer for viewers and
broadcasters alike. Sportscasting is only one of the many
exciting possibilities that VR technology has to offer – this
technology is definitely more than future hype, we have
already started filming 360 VR productions in Asia. With AR/
VR set to hit the $120 billion revenue mark by 2020, the
media and entertainment industry can certainly look forward
to breakthrough innovations in the coming years.”
“The Producer Connect on May 23 has brought together
film and content producers in Asia to brainstorm ideas, and
address major challenges and opportunities in the media
and technology space. The founders of BananaMana Films,
an award-winning production company in Singapore which
made it to international platforms such as Netflix, Cannes
and Opus Pictures, shared their success story on ‘Jimami
Tofu Featured Film in 4K’.
“The sound designer of award-winning films such as
Apprentice and Pop Aye, Lim Ting Li, led the line-up at
the Post Production Hub. Other industry heavyweights
and filmmakers provided first-hand industry expertise and
insights regarding creative content acquisition, distribution
and financing.”
www.broadcast-asia.com
http://wearesocial.com/sg/blog/2016/09/digital-in-apac-2016
http://asiahouse.org/disruptive-technologies-expected-bring-massive-economicboost-asia/
3
An economy for the 1%
1
2
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PROLIGHT + SOUND
GUANGZHOU 2017
15th year of Prolight + Sound Guangzhou is the biggest edition to date,
past records shattered with 8.1 percent surge in visitor attendance
Words by Prolight + S ound Guangzhou | Photos cour tesy of Messe Frankfur t / Prolight + S ound Guangzhou

Lighting Hall

Organised by Messe Frankfurt and the Guangdong
International Science and Technology Exhibition Company
(STE), Prolight + Sound Guangzhou was held from February 22
to 25, 2017 at the China Import and Export Fair Complex. The
15th anniversary of Prolight + Sound Guangzhou recorded an
attendance of 73,986 show visitors, marking an 8.1 percent
increase from 2016. A total of 1,250 exhibitors also staged a
full spectrum of pro audio and lighting advancements across
130,000 sqm of exhibition space in 13 thematic halls and the
extended area of Y Channel.
Commenting on the success of this year, Ms Judy Cheung,
Deputy General Manager of Messe Frankfurt (Shanghai) Co
Ltd shared, “Since the formation of the strategic partnership
between Messe Frankfurt and the Guangdong International
Science and Technology Exhibition Company (STE) in 2013,
Prolight + Sound Guangzhou has envisioned bridging the
local and international markets by introducing conceptual
and structural changes. As we celebrate the fair’s 15th year,
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we are humbled by the strong industry support and positive
feedback to our show changes.”
Ms Cheung added, “The show’s success underlines the
effective partnership that we’ve been committed to building,
as well as the pioneering position of the show in the industry.
In the future, we will continue to act in the interests of the pro
audio and lighting community to deliver a more international
business platform for our exhibitors and visitors.”
This edition was supported by key players representing 26
countries and regions during the four-day event. Yamaha
Music & Electronics (China) Co Ltd was one of the many
companies that benefited from the huge visitor flow. “To
further expand our business for professional speakers in
China, we are launching our new CL series digital mixing
consoles and TF-Rack digital mixers at this year’s show,”
said Mr Lijun Yao, Manager of the company’s PA Marketing
Department. “We are pleased with the visitor flow and have
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successfully connected with our target
customers, including distributors from
the live performance, installation and
entertainment sectors.”

PLSG Annual Training Course

Bose Professional Systems is also
seeking to expand sales in China for
its home and professional speakers
and has returned for the second year
to showcase its latest ShowMatch™
DeltaQ™ array loudspeakers. “We
regard this show as one of our key
marketing channels to meet with quality
distributors and partners from the
upper and lower supply chains. One
of the biggest benefits of joining this
fair is the high amount of professional
visitors we can reach,” commented Ms
Joyce Tang, Marketing Manager of the
company.
Relacart Electronics Co Ltd was also
overwhelmed by the influx of quality
agents, distributors and engineers
from all over the world who enquired
about their newest TDN1 Microphone
Desk Stand with Dante Network
Output and WMS1 Wireless Frequency
Control System. A representative of
the company Mr Tingfei Wu remarked,
“As this show boasts an esteemed
position in the industry, especially
in the pro audio sector, we rely on a
professional, authoritative and marketoriented platform like Prolight + Sound
Guangzhou to highlight our strengths
and connect with our global buyers.
The show is undoubtedly getting bigger
and better, and we are surprised by the
remarkable increase in quality buyers
this year.”
Sharing the same sentiment regarding
the visitor professionalism was Ms
Alice Lee, Export Manager at Nightsun
Pro Lighting Equipment Co Ltd. She
commented, “Through the fair, we hope
to meet existing and new distributors
and agents from all over the world.
Apart from attracting a large pool of
audience, the show also gathers a fair
mix of domestic and foreign visitors
who are professional and targetoriented. Prolight + Sound Guangzhou
is a fair we can’t miss.”
New “Theatre K. Pub” And 13
Thematic Halls Offer Unmatched
Range Of Products For Show-Goers
This year, the show organisers further
broadened the fair’s product profile in
response to the burgeoning demands
for the karaoke and theatre markets in
China. The new “Theatre K. Pub” at Y
Channel bolstered the product line-up,
offering buyers the latest advancements
in the sectors of mini and home theatres,
customised installations, smart digital
AV and system integration.

Mr Hu Liao, Sales Manager from Mian Yang SCR Technology Co Ltd who came
for this specific zone, was content with the diverse technologies on display. “We
are here to acquire the latest market trends in the karaoke sector to apply in our
engineering projects for mini theatres, private clubhouses and resorts. This zone
is an accurate reflection of the current market and provides more defined product
categories that facilitate our sourcing experience.”
Other visitors were also happy with the number of exquisite brands presented
in the 13 thematic halls and zones, including the Audio Brand Name Halls, Pro
Audio Halls, Lighting Halls, KTV Hall, Enping Microphone Hall, together with the
lighting zone at Y Channel and product zones for conference and PA systems,
headphones as well as microphones.
Malaysian visitor Ms Xinmei Tan, Assistant Manager in Product Management from
Acoustic & Lighting System Sdn Bhd said, “I am impressed by the quality of some
of the PA systems here. The scale of this show is astonishing and the fact that it
houses the most prominent brands reflects its importance to the industry. Prolight
+ Sound Guangzhou is definitely one of the most professional and influential
exhibitions of its kind in China.”
Mr Francisco O Pinheiro Jr, Managing Director from TEC PORT, a Brazilian distributor
for stage lighting equipment, saw the rising potential in Chinese products. “I am
here to seek co-operation with local manufacturers and introduce their products to
Brazil. Overall, my trip has been fruitful as I was able to meet Chinese companies
providing quality LED display screens at a competitive price range.”
Comprehensive
Development

Programme

Promotes

Global

Dialogue

And

Industry

With extensive support from industry associations and organisations from Asia,
Europe and the US, this year’s programme has gathered an international profile
of speakers who imparted knowledge on a broader range of topics related to
audio engineering, sound production, KTV, stage design, installation and system
integration. Events also placed a stronger focus on market trends, technical
knowledge and business strategies to help participants navigate the evolving pro
audio and lighting landscape.
The PLSG Annual Training Course, a highlight of this edition, successfully opened
up constructive dialogues between international and local specialists. Topics
covered in the course include the application of sound systems and acoustic
technology, enhancement of event and stage performance, as well as real-time
networking and media networking technology.
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Mr Bernie Farkus, Senior Technical Sales Engineer of
Australian company Audiante, was thrilled to conduct
a training course on Dante™ technology to attendees.
“Training courses like these are an indispenable part of the
show because people not only want to see the products,
but also learn about the technologies invovled. China is full
of tremendous opportunities and the fair has presented us a
great opportunity to introduce the usage and configuration of
Dante technology to the Chinese audience.
Mr Jaime Welton, Technical Director of Wukesong Arena
(Beijing), who shared his insights on the safety of live events,
also asserted the importance of the training course. “As
China is one of the fastest growing markets in the world,
this show presents a perfect platform for us to initiate safety
awareness and preach safety practices among manufacturers
and professionals. We are very glad to be here.”
Mr Hongbing Hua, General Manager of Guangzhou Shituo
Liheng Audio Technology who attended the Guangzhou
Recording and Multimedia Technology Forum 2017
commented on the effectiveness and relevance of the content,
“As a company working for cinema engineering and stage
sound reinforcement, we are often faced with challenges in
presenting the best sounds at live events. I’ve benefited greatly
from the forum through understanding how the location of
microphones can affect the optimal sound output. The quality
of the programme is improving, and it’s good to hear relevant
and practical tips from professional speakers.”

time, was delighted by the opportunity to directly engage
with the company’s clients. “This is an excellent platform for
us to give an in-depth introduction of our latest XSW1 and
XSW2 series. This event is more than a product presentation
as we can also interact and share technical knowledge
with participants. I am happy to see that many attendees
expressed genuine interest and stayed to enquire about the
recording solutions of our products.”
Participants who visited the Outdoor Line Array, which
featured 30 local and international brands across three
demonstration areas, also applauded the high quality of
speakers. One of the attendees Mr Xiaoyu Guan, Deputy
General Manager of Beijing Goharston Technology Co Ltd
exclaimed, “I really enjoyed listening and comparing the
sound quality of speakers here. The overall quality is very
high this year, and I can visit the desired booths directly after
the demonstration to learn more about their technologies,
which saves a lot of my time and effort.”

The highly-rated Vision X Network continued to offer a
business platform that facilitated business and technology
exchange in a relaxing setting.

Several technology-oriented forums and seminars were also
well-attended by expert speakers and attendees representing
various facets of the pro audio and lighting world. These
events include the Audio Engineering Design and New
Acoustic Technology, Audio Technology Forum 2017, Audio
Technology in Digital Age – Development and Opportunities,
China Mini Theatre and KTV Industry Forum 2017 (Guangzhou
Section) & Outstanding Mini Theatre and KTV Brand
Award Presentation Ceremony, Guangdong Association of
Performing Arts Meeting (Performance Venues), as well as
Practical Measurement for Pro Audio Equipment. Together,
they provided industry peers with business ideas, networking
opportunities and market insights.

Mr Ziqian Chen, Technical Manager from Sennheiser
Electronic (Beijing) Co Ltd who spoke at the event for the first

For more details and information about the show, please visit
www.prolightsound-guangzhou.com.

Buyers browsing products and business
discussions taking place during the fair
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